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NATURAL-LANGUAGE INTERFACE FOR AN INSTRUCTABLE ROBOT l

Robert Elton Maas and Patrick Suppes

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences

Stanford University

The overall purpose of this article is to approach the problems

of understanding the grammar and semantics of English by asking what is

required to implement a program of instruction for robots. The use of

robots rather than children, for example, is to keep important problems

from being hidden by the verbal and perceptual facility of children.

Children understand too much that we cannot make an explicit part of

theory. Robots, at least the kind We consider as prototypes, are

rather stupid and do not offer a helping hand to weak theories in the

way that children do. We also have put the emphasis on executing

procedures rather than the handling of declarative sentences in order to

focus on bringing the analysis and understanding of language to the point

of execution. We recognize, of course, that one can test the understanding

of declarative sentences by asking for judgments of their truth value, but

We are more concerned with procedures, partly because the kinds of

responses required are more complex.

We are especially interested in the problem of instruction. What

we mean by instruction is this. A robot, like a child at any given stage,

must have available a certain set of primitive procedures. A central

problem of instruction is to teach the robot neW complex procedures by

formulating in English new procedures in terms of old ones. The very

first efforts must begin with some primitive procedures. To certain
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readers this may sound like automatic programming. Later We shall discuss

the ways in which it is different. In fact, the ideas for the instructable

robot came out of the extended experience of one of the authors with the

teaching of elementary mathematics.

Our work relates in different ways to various earlier efforts to

develop speech-understanding systems, to provide a procedural semantics

for perceptual words and phrases, or to write programs that learn from

various forms of instruction. We say something about the first two topics

here and delay further remarks about programs that learn until Section 4.

Winograd's SHRDLU program (1972) is one of the best known

speech-understanding systems. Its aim is to be able to converse with a

person about manipulating objects in a simple world of toy blocks. The

system anSwers questions and accepts commands that are to be executed (in

simulation). It is designed to take account of current context, both in

the sense of recent past discourse and in the sense of the perCeptual

scene•. Our system improves on SHRDLU most importantly in the interactive

facilities for teaching our "robot" new complex procedures. In other

respects our system is more restricted than SHRDLU because of our almost.

exclusive emphasis art interactive instruction.

The same general comparative remarks apply to such recent efforts

as the Hearsay-II speech-understanding system (Earman. Hayes-Roth, Lesser

& Reddy, 1980). This system has as a goal the understanding of spoken

language and thus embodies important features that we have not even

considered. Apart from the handling of spoken language, the problem

solVing capacities of Hearsay-II much exceed ours. Our efforts are closer

to the more sharply focused HARPY system (Lowerre & Reddy, 1980) for
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understanding spoken speech, but even here the comparison is not a close

one. The only significant virtue of our system in comparison with these

two mOre powerful ones is the one already emphasized, i.e., the capability

of interactive instruction to build new procedures.

The highly interactive features of our system are closer. to

central features of interactive theorem provers than to any of the three

systems just discussed. Several detailed articles on such theorem provers

are to be found in Suppes (1981a). Our interactive instruction, like

interactive construction of a proof, can be viewed as a dialogue or

conversation between program (or robot) and person, but unlike the three

systems mentioned, general problems of knowledge representation are

avoided. Complex proofs can be given or complex procedures can be

constructed, but the framework for either is sharply delineated. What

is critical is not knowledge representation but powerful methods of

construction. Of course, neither the interactive theorem provers

mentioned nor our system described in this article are nearly as powerful

as we would like, but we do think that their current implemented

interactive features compare favorably with the other systems discussed.

Another line of work pertinent to our efforts, even though it

does not consist of developing a speech-understanding system, is the

extensive work on procedural semantics of perception words, best

exemplified in Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976). Their summary of control

instructions of cognitive importance in human perception overlaps with

our list of primitive atoms, although the earlier list in Suppes (1972)

for our very restricted perceptual world is the actual initial source of
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our list. Miller and Johnson-Laird provide a great deal of invaluable

analysis and comment pertinent to any speech-understanding system that

aims to handle any significant part of the perceptual language of English.

Compared to the many issues they focus on, we have been able to consider

only a small number.

This article naturally divides into four main parts. The first

section deals with the grammar and parser. As we shall discuss later,

the parser itself actually consists of a preparser, a main parser, and a

postparser. The second section consists of semantics and translation.

We translate parsed English into LISP operator language and then provide

a semantic interpretation for the neW primitive atoms we add to LISP.

This is, therefore, not a pure LISP but an applied one. New primitive

atoms are given a particular semantics relevant to the particular

procedures being dealt with. Section 3 focuses on the execution of

procedures and the interpreter. From the standpoint expressed above, We

are not content with an abstract or even a partially abstract procedural

semantics but consider it important to give a full analysis of the

execution of procedures. Finally, Section 4 deals with instruction from

the standpoint of learning new procedures.

The procedures we deal with in this article are all oneS that

arise in teaching a child elementary arithmetic; we emphasize that We

include a perceptual component. Before saying more, it will be useful

to give a very simple example of the parsed English, the operator

language translation, and the execution of the operator language

translation of one of our simplest English commands.
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English:

Look at the top number.

Parsed English:

(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs look (PrepPh at (NPl+Adjs number the top»)

Operator language translation:

(SEQUENCE (LOOK TOP) (CHECK NUMBER»

Execution:

Sequence e08

(LOOK TOP)

I see '3' at row 1 (from the top) and column 1 (from the right).

(CHECK NUMBER)

Ok •

••• end of sequence_

The perceptual component of the procedures we consider is

admittedly highly schematized. The percepual plane is taken to be a

coordinate grid of unit squares, and the recognition of a finite

alphabet of symbols is assumed, with at most one symbol occurring in a

given unit square at anyone instant. On the other hand, the simplified

perceptual scheme has enough elements of realism, especially in movement

around the grid in terms of current points of attention or gaze, that

it has been used for the detailed study of eye movements in doing

arithmetic exercises (Suppes, Cohen, Laddaga, Anliker, & Floyd, 1982;

Suppes, Cohen, Laddaga, Anliker, & Floyd, in press).

A training sequence of steps leading to the standard school

algorithms for addition and subtraction formed the test bed of initial

instruction for our robot program. The instructions were all in English
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and derive from those given in Suppes (1980). To illustrate ideas, let us

restrict ourselves to the case of one-column addition. In principle, twO

registers suffice in our scheme of analysis. There is a stimulus-

supported register that holds an encoded representation of a printed

symbol to which the student--child or robot--is perceptually attending.

In the present case the alphabet of symbols consists of the 10 digits and

the underline symbol. As a new symbol is attended to by a change in the

point of visual focus, a previously perceived symbol is lost from memory

unless transferred to a second register which is non-stimulus-supported.

A typical instruction for this transfer is 'Remember this number'. In our

formulation the student is assumed already able to add a one-digit number

to a given number, but this capacity could itself easily be built up from

more elementary operations such as that of counting. The complete
.

sequence of training steps and their operator-language translation is

given in Appendix 1. The data flow of the overall system is shown in

AppendiX 9.

1. Grammar and Parsers

This section is divided into four parts, first the grammar, then

the preparser, next the main parser, and finally the postparser.

1.1 The Grammar

There is nothing very notable about the grammar we have written.

We had available on the Institute's computer system a program written by

Robert Smith some years ago, which will accept any context-free grammar

and parse utterances appropriately prepared in terms of the given

context-free grammar. The grammar we have written is strictly a parsing

grammar. It would not be adequate for output of English, because we have
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not in the present formulation provided explicit indication of subject and

verb agreement, verb tenses, and other central features. We do not

pretend for a moment that this grammar is adequate to further developments

but we have constructed it to have something in a framework that was

already easily available to us. It needs to be refined considerably for

future extensions but it is good enough to exhibit the main features of

concern in this first article On our approach to procedural semantics. A

typical top-level rule would be one for conjunction of.sentences:

51 <- 50 Conj 51

52 <- 51 , Conj 52

Another rule that generates a complex sentence from parts is the rule

for~:

5 <- 5 , then 5

We also have the following rules to distinguish between declaratives,

imperatives, and questions. The rules for each of these are as follows:

50 <- D

50 <- I

I <- continue 5 until D

I <- continue 5 , until D

I <- VP

D <- NP VP

D <- Dadv NP

Notice that the first two rules for imperatives introduce at the top level

familiar, but rather special, English constructions of importance in our

context. An example we used is 'Continue doing everything from those

steps up through the most recent step, until you see a space'.
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Our fragment of grammar is rather standard, but we have also

introduced a number of specific details to handle the kinds of procedures

We have encountered in dealing with our particular subject matter. The

full list of rules is to be found in Appendix 2.

1.2 Preparser

Robert Smith's parser, called 'CREATE', requires that input be in

a special form, one object to be.parsed per line of input, and all in

lower case. Some of our sentences are rather long (up to three lines),

and we did not want to reformat our input to have lines of several hundred

characters. We also did not want to require users to type only in lower

case in very long lines and we did not want to convert our corpus to this

special form i.n case we later abandoned this parser. Therefore, we wrote

a preparser, a program that converts the sentence format we use into the

format needed by CREATE.

We will not describe the preparser in greater detail because it

is a straightforward and relatively routine program. We emphasize,

however, it is a typical example of something that is essential to

actually have all parts of a language system running.

1.3 Main Parser

The main parser program was written by Robert Smith, using SAIL,

a version of Algol 60. Various modified versions of it exist, CREATE

being the one we use for the robot. It has no detailed documentation,

but it uses a reasonably efficient algorithm for compiling a context-free

grammar into a set of tables that permit rapid determination of all

parses of a given sentence, avoiding the laborious backtracking that would
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be needed by a brute-force algorithm that used the grammar directly

without compiling it.

When the program is started, it first loads the grammar in from a

file (the syntax of.this grammar file is given later) and compiles it,

checking for loops. A loop is where some symbol (token) is defined to

be exactly itself directly or indirectly. For example, 'Sl <- Sl P' is

legal because each time that production is used an extra P must occur,

but 'Sl <- Sl' is not legal. Similarily, 'Sl <- S2' and 'S2 <- PSI' is

a legal combination, but 'Sl <- S2' and 'S2 <- Sl' is not a legal

combination. Error messages are issued if any illegal loops occur in

the grammar being compiled.

Once the grammar is compiled, the program awaits input of sentences,

i.e., strings of words to be parsed. The user must manually type the

sentence, all on one line, followed by a carriage return. The program

then types out each parse of that sentence, one per line, i.e., each

followed by a carriage return. Input longer than the line length of the

terminal will wrap around and seem to use more than one line, as will

any parse that is longer than the terminal line length. Reading input

from a file and writing output to a file will be discussed later.

The grammar file consists of one production per line, each

production being in three parts: (1) the symbol being decomposed,

(2) the decomposition, i.e., syntax, (3) the resultant output, i.e.,

semantics. The general form of a production is <symbol> <- <syntax> <tab>

"<semantics>".

Here is a sample line from our current grammar:

(.
\

vp <- VP Conj VP "(;2; ;1; ;3;)"
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This defines one form of a Verb Phrase to be a smaller Verb Phrase

followed by a Conjunction followed by another smaller Verb Phrase. For

example, if 'look' is one Verb Phrase, 'see' is another, and 'and' is

a conjunction, then· 'look and see' is parsed as a larger Verb Phrase.

Output consists of a three-element list consisting of first item 92

(the Conj) then item #1 (the first VP) and finally item #3 (the final VP).

Note that the three items in the list are the results of recursively

applying the semantics. For example, if the semantical representation

of 'look' is 'LOOK', that of 'and' is 'SEQUENCE', and that of 'see' is

'SEE', then that of 'look and see' is '(SEQUENCE LOOK SEE)'.

It is possible to give the program a command that will enable a

trace of the syntax tree for each parse found. The token symbol for the

top level is given first. Then it is replaced by one or more symbols

according to one of the productions. Then one of those symbols is

replaced by one or more symbols according to another rule. Each line

has one symbol deleted and one or more symbols inserted compared to the

preceding line. On the bottom line, each symbol represents one word of

the original sentence. The trace is thus a top-down analysis of the

sentence. Unfortunately the program has no similar feature for showing

the semantics (output). Here is an example of the syntax-only trace:
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*look at the top number PERIOD

SS

(4,1) SEN PERIOD

(7,1) S PERIOD

(21,2) S2 PERIOD

(23,3) Sl PERIOD

(22,3) SO PERIOD

(24,3) I PERIOD

(15,3) VP PERIOD

(3,5) VPR PERIOD

11

Prompt (*) and input

Top-lelTel symbol

Index of rule used (has only internal

meaning) at left margin, then new

line with one symbol replaced•••

(

(

(17,3) VPR Lac PERIOD

(17,1) VPL Lac PERIOD

(18,1) VPO Lac PERIOD

(12,7) IV Lac PERIOD

(30,3) look Lac PERIOD

(29,1) look Prep NP PERIOD

(37,2) look at NP PERIOD

(1,10) look at Art AdjP N PERIOD

(39,1) look at the AdjP N PERIOD

(13,1) look at the Adj N PERIOD

(40,2) look at the top N PERIOD

(16,4) look at the top number PERIOD Final line, should match input line.

For example, in the last line 'number' was produced from 'N' using

rule 16,4. Four lines up, 'Art AdjP N' was produced from 'NP' using

rule 1,10. The rule numbers halTe no general significance but the rest of

the trace shows how the sentence 'look at the top number' is parsed_ The
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'PERIOD' at the end signifies the '.' at the end of the sentence as

typed in normally. The 'look' must be in lowercase because this

parser is case-sensitive and to avoid problems we have adopted the

convention that all·words will be in lower case. We also chose to use

upper case for punctuation and upper or mixed case for nonterminal token

symbols in the grammar. Note that when typing directly into the parser,

the sentence must be typed exactly like that, with all lower case and

with 'PERIOD' instead of '.' at the end. The preparser, among other

tasks, permits more normal type-in of sentences, converting them into

this awkward format. 2

1.4 Postparser

The output from CREATE is not suitable for our purposes. First

of all, CREATE often generates multiple parses, due to deficiencies in

our grammar. These are placed one after another, and only look-ahead

can detect when we have reached the end of the multiple parses and

started to read the next sentence in the file. Also, the output is not

prettyprinted, so it is hard for us to see from the output it makes

which parses (if any) are good when debugging the grammar. Finally,

there are usually many obviously bad parses in addition to the one

correct parse and a few almost-correct parses. With our present

context-free parser and our present grammar that does not know about

case, mode, and many other things, we needed to flush the obviously

bad parses before further processing the parsed sentences. We thus

decided to write a postparser, which collects all multiple parses into

a data structure, rates them according to acceptability of the parse,
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remoVeS those parses which are inferior to others, generates a warning

when no parse achieves a desired acceptability level, and prettyprints

the single accepted parse or the list of parses not inferior to any

other parse.

The general mechanism of rejecting inferior parses is by weighted

demerits> Each proposed parse is recursively examined, looking for any

pattern that indicates an obviously bad parse, and checking the type

(case or mode) of an overall expression against the types of its

parts. Each bad pattern or each type mismatch causes a demerit to be

assigned to the parse as a whole. Each type of demerit has a number

associated with it, and these numbers for demerits are added to decide

how inferior the parse is to a "perfect" parse. That is, a weighted sum

of demerits is used to rate the badness of each parse. Among the various

parses competing for the title of "best" parse for a given sentence,

any parse inferior to another is eliminated, leaving one or more

parses, all with the least weighted demerit.

At present all demerits have a weight of one (except for one class

that has zero weight), and every sentence in our original corpus parses

with a demerit score of zero. When new sentences are added to implement

new robot algorithms, sometimes there is no parse at all that has zero
,~

total demerits. In that case, a parse with the smallest weight of

demerits is chosen. Definitions and examples of each class of.demerit

are given later.

After eliminating all inferior parses for a given sentence, there

is usually exactly one parse remaining, which is then flattened and

prettyprinted to the output file. This flattening involves bringing
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obviously parallel structure to the same level of expression (parenthesis),

such as all adjectives modifying a noun, all adverbs modifying a verb or

other word, and subject-verb-object of a transitive sentence. These

structures were not already flattened when they left the main parser

because the grammar was written to minimize the number of rules by

decomposing structure one step at a time instead of all at once. For

example, we did not parse 'now look two spots down' by a special rule

that allowed exactly one adverb phrase preceding a verb and two adverb

phrases follOWing it ('two spots' is a single adverb phrase.here, and

'down' is the other adverb), and 'look two spots down' by a completely

different rule that allowed zero adverb phrases preceding and two

adverb phrasRs follOWing a verb, and 'look down' by yet a third unrelated

rule. Instead we built all parses of this type by two rules, one that

allowed a single adverb phrase preceding a verb and gave back a verb, and

One that allowed a single adverb phrase follOWing a verb and gave back a

verb. These two rules suffice for an arbitrary number of adverb phrases

preceding or follOWing a verb, but instead of getting a flattened parse

like '(V+Advs look now (two spots) down)' we get a tree-like structure

such as '(VP+Adv (VP+Adv (VP+Adv look now) (two spots» down)'. If the

main parser had a way to make dotted pairs--technically the basic elements

in a list in LISP--, which could be strung together to make a list of

variable length, it would not be necessary for the main parser to produce

such inscrutable output. But dotted pairs are not supported in the main

parser. The only way to get rid of the mess of nested 3-element lists and

produce a single list of variable length is by some additional processing

after the main parser. The postparser does this.
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Here is an example of a parse before and after flattening by the

postparser. We have manually reformatted (prettyprinted) the

S-expressions for maximum legibility. (A fully-parenthesized LISP

expression is called an S-expression.)

Original English text:

Continue looking at the next spot down adding and remembering

until a bar appears

Output of the correct parse from the parser (ignoring about fifteen

other parses that also appear before demeriting). Note that 'A Band

C' parses as '(SEQUENCE A (and B C»' instead of the more reasonable

but not possible in the main parser '(SEQUENCE A B C)':

(IMPERATIVE (CONTINUE-UNTIL

(SEQUENCE (IMPERATIVE

(VPR+Adv (VPR+Loc looking

(PrepPh at (NP+Adjs spot the next»)

down) )

(and (I~lPERATIVE (Shortform adding»

(IMPERATIVE (Shortform remembering»»

(Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs bar a) appears»)

Correct parse after flattening, Which includes changing the idiom 'A B

and C' to have the desired parse, and bringing sub-expressions up to

the same level as single-argument parent expressions, as well as

flattening multiple adverbs:

(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE-UNTIL

(SEQUENCE (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs looking
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(PrepPh at (NP+Adjs spot the next»

down)

(IMPERATIVE Shortform adding)

(IMPERATIVE Shortform remembering»

(Subj+Verb (NP1+Adjs bar a) appears»

Here are the two classes of demerits most frequently used by the postparser,

with an example of each. The number after each class name is the count of

times this demerit is applied in our whole corpus of training steps.

These are in descending order, so the most important (troublesome) cases

are first. The exclamation marks allover the place are an artifact of

Utah Standard LISP, which treats hyphens and plus signs by default as

punctuation, requiring a prefix to make them be treated as letters 'instead.

MIXED I-MODE (292)

(IMPERATIVE CONTINUEI-UNTIL

(SEQUENCE (IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs looking down)

(or (IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs looking (PrepPh for (NP1+Adjs number a»)

(DECLARE Subj I+Verb

.(NP !+Adjs bar a)

(and (Shortform adding) (Shortform remembering»»)

(Subjl+Verb you (TV1+NP see (NP!+Adjs bar a»»

In the above example, an 'or' joins an imperative and a declarative.

This is clearly wrong because conjunctions are supposed to join

phrases that are parallel in structure, such as two imperatives, or

two declaratives. There are other obvious errors in the above parse,

such as a declarative sentence (inside the 'or' part) whose verb consists
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of present participles instead of present-tense forms, and tne use of

'or' instead of 'and' to terminate a.sequence, but our postparser

does not presently detect tnese errors.

CONTINUE!-IN!-DOUNTIL (77)

(DO!-UNTIL

(TV!+S continue

(SEQUENCE

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs looking (PrepPn at (NP!+Adjs spot tne next» down)

(IMPERATIVE Snortform adding)

(IMPERATIVE Shortform remembering»)

(DECLARE Subj!+Verb (NP!+Adjs bar a) appears»

The problem here is that the grammar is redundant. Any sentence that

parses as (DO-UNTIL (TV+s continue ••• ) ••• ) will also parse another

better way in which 'continue' and 'until' are treated as a single

idiom. The robot is set up to understand this idiom rather than to

attempt to handle 'continue' inside an 'until' structure. The

grammar-production for 'until' by itself is set up to handle sentences

that do not contain the word 'continue' such as 'Look down until you see

a number', but a context-free grammar can not easily exclude the use of

one production inside anotner.

The remaining demerit classes witn accompanying examples are

given in Appendix 3.

For practical work it is almost certain that certain exception

lists will need to be added, because it is not possible to make a
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"perfect" postparser that eliminates 100% of the bad parses for correct

reasons. We have done just that, creating a file of bad parses that our

program cannot presently eliminate by any normal means. In some cases

the bad parse is obviously wrong, sometimes in rather subtle ways, but

where there is no simple mechanical rule for eliminating them. In a few

other cases there is a simple rule but modifying the daisy-chained

postparser code to try to include these cases was deemed too difficult

to be worthwhile doing at this time, considering that we plan to rewrite

the postparser to be table-driven anyway. These latter will be included

in a proper way when the postparser is rewritten to be table-driven.

Both these non-rule cases and these rule-but-not-programmed caSeS are

included in an explict exception list. When the parsed English exactly

matches any of these exception-list parses, it is assigned the demerit

KNOWN~REJECT-PAR. The complete exception list is in Appendix 8, but We

present here one example for illustration.

English: 'Write out the answer in the next spot open.'

The bad parse is:

(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP

(TV!-IDIOM write out)

(NP1+Adjs anSWer the

(PrepPh in (NP1+Adjs spot the next open»»

This parse implies that something is to be written out, but without a

location where to write it, and that the existing thing is the ansWer

in the next open spot, i.e., the ansWer is already in the next spot

open before writing it out to location unknown. The correct parse for

this sentence is:
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(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs

(TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out) (NP!+Adjs answer the»

(PrepPh in (NP!+Adjs sot the next open»)

This good parse provides a place for the answer to be Written, and the

object to be written out is merely the answer, which does not have to

be already in the next spot open.

2. Semantics and Translation

To get to semantics we translate from parsed English to operator

language. The semantics is then easily specified in terms of the standard

syntax of LISP. We first say something about semantics and then turn to

translation.

2.1 Semantics of Atoms

In our applied version of 'LISP, three kinds of primitive atoms

occur. First, there are operators. Examples would be LOOK-AT and ADD.

Second, there are actors. In this case, an example is DEFAULT-NUMBER.

Third, there are data. An example would be BOTTOM. Use is made of the

standard atom NIL but this never appears in any printout and is in one

sense not a proper part of our operator language.

The semantics of operators follows one of three patterns. One

pattern is a standard recursive evaluation of EXPRs in LISP, whereby each

of the arguments to a function is recursively evaluated before calling

the function, for example, the standard LISP function LESSP for numerical

less~. The second is treating the arguments of the operator as data

and passing them to special coercion routines before performing the main

operation. An example is the operator SUBTRACT in our robot operator
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language. which must have its arguments coerced to numbers by calling

COERCE-TO-NUMBER on each. Another example is the operator LOOK-DIRDIS

which passes its first argument to COERCE-DIRECTION-TO-DEL-COLROW and its

second argument to ·COERCE-DISTANCE-TO-NUMBER. The third pattern is a

CaSe analysis on the operator's arguments and in this instance nothing

else is called to analyze the semantics. For example. the operator

LOOK-AT checks the form of argument beforehand and then passes on a

sub-expression to another function.

The semantics of actors mainly consists of search and return of

a datum. For example. the actor DEFAULT-SUM searches the memory

stack as a database and returns the datum found as is.

2.2 Model Theory

From a model-theoretic standpoint the semantics is based upon the

grid world of our arithmetic examples. which contains a perceptual compone~t

based upon a small fragment of mental functions as. for example. the operator

remember and a very elementary fragment of arithmetic used in teaching

the algorithms of addition and subtraction. for example. add 2 to 7. In

addition. there is a recursive evaluation similar to that of arithmetic of

Boolean expressions which constitutes the logical component of the model.

Finally. there is a control aspect. Do something whether a given expression

is true or false. The truth or falsity of the expression changes the

execution behavior.

In this discusson We have distinguished perceptual. mental.

arithmetical. and logical terms, but in the semantics of the operator

language no explicit distinction occurs. The semantics of the

primitive atoms is given in Appendix 6.
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Translation

The translation table consists of a set of token names, and for

each token name a sequential list of rules. Each rule consists of a

template (also called the 'syntax') and a result (also called the

'semantics'). One of the token names is TOP which corresponds to the

top-level parsed sentence that comes out of the parser. Other token

names correspond to sub-expressions, a matter discussed below.

The list of rules associated with TOP is applied at the top level

of the parsed sentence that is fed into the translator. Sometimes the

TOP rules may also be used for some sub-expression that is really a

sub-sentence embedded in the overall sentence, for example, if the

top-level sentence is a conditional (if ••• then ••• ) or a loop (do •••

until ••• ). Other token names correspond to sub-expressions that need

different rules, for example, prepositional phrases and nounS.

To translate a sentence, the overall expression is matched against

the list of rules associated with TOP, except only the templates are used,

not the semantics. The templates of the rules are searched sequentially

until one is found that matches. Typically Some idiomatic form of English

sentence structure is matched en masse, sort of a gestalt recognizer for

idioms. The first template that matches determines the rule to be used.

All later rules in the list, even if their templates also match, are ignored.

Each template has constant-atomic parts, constant-structure parts,

and variable parts. The constant parts are the places where an exact

match must occur to accept the template match. In the case of an 'atom,

exactly that atom must appear. In the case of a dotted pair (the basic

unit for bUilding lists), a dotted pair must appear, and then the two

•
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branches of the template are matched against the corresponding branches

of the actual expression_ All constant parts must match exactly for the

template to be accepted_ That is, if at any point in the matching

process a constant-atom in the template corresponds to a dotted pair or

to the wrong atom in the expression, or if a dotted pair in the template

corresponds to an atom in the expression, the match of the expression

against that template is immediately deemed a failure, and the matching

attempt moves on to the template.of the next rule in the list. The only

place where the corresponding sub-expressions in the template and the

expression may differ is where a variable occurs in the template- Here

anything may appear in the expression, atomic or dotted-pair_

Once the correct template is selected, the variable parts are

used. Each variable part of the template has a different name that

corresponds to one of the token names in the overall translation table.

The same name also performs as a pseudo-variable, which is now bound to

the sub-expression at the corresponding place in the overall expression

of parsed-English. (In LISP this is called 'destructuring', as in the

DESETQ and LET macros.) Here is an example:

Parsed English: (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs number the top»)

Template: (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at [NOUN]»

Successful match - resultant binding: [NOUN] = (NP+Adjs number the top)

The constant.parts of the template are 'IMPERATIVE', 'VP+Advs' et

aI, in addition to the dotted pairs that are used in the internal

representation. The one variable part is [NOUN]_ The template matches

the parsed English because 'IMPERATIVE' et al all match the corresponding
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places in the parsed English. The spot marked by [NOUN] is ignored during

matching. Then after getting the successful match, the pseudo-variable

'[NOUN]' corresponds to the parsed-English sub-expression '(NP+Adjs number

the top)', so that binding is made.

After the top level of template-matching and pseudo-variable-binding

is done, the translator is called recursively on each of the bindings.

Instead of 'TOP', the name of the variable is used, for example, 'NOUN'.

in the above example. The same process is repeated as many levels deep

as there are further pseudo-variable bindings. The results (described

below) are passed up, and the pseudo-variable is rebound to the final

result from translating '(NP+Adjs number the top)' according to the

rules associated with 'NOUN'. In this example, the result will be:

New binding: [NOUN] = (INTERSECT-GUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»

Now the original rule is consulted again, except instead of the template,

the result (semantics) part is used. With the above example, in our

current translation grammar, the semantics happens to be:

Semantics = (LOOK-AT [NOUN] )

The 'new binding' of [NOUN} given just above is now substituted into

the semantics, replacing the occurrence of [NOUN] given in the

semantics. The result is:

(LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

When a template has no pseudo-variable spots, then no binding

occurs, no recursive call to the translator occurs, and no substitution

in the semantics occurs. Instead, the semantics is returned as is, as· the

result of the parse. This is how the recursion 'bottoms out', avoiding

infinite recursion depth. In the above example, the [NOUN] happened to
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invoke such a variable-less rule, thus the recursion depth was two,

one level for the TOP-level matching, and one level for the NOUN-level

matching.

When a template has more than one pseudo-variable spot, each of

them is in turn recursively translated, each with the set of rules

associated with the name of the pseudo-variable. When all are done,

each of the results is substituted for the correspondingly-named

pseudo-variable in the semantics, and that result is returned.

It is possible to enable a trace feature whereby all of this

recursive translation is printed on the terminal, with each level of

recursion causing a level of indentation. (To make the trace easier to

read, the details of each recursion are indented a half-level. Currently

a level of indentation is four spaces and a half-level is two spaces.)

First, the token name (TOP at the outermost level of recursion) and the

expression are printed. Then the matching syntax is found and printed.

Then variables are bound and the binding list is printed as an ASSOC

list, i.e., each element is one binding, with the CAR of that element

being the variable name and the CDR being the sub-expression to which it

is bound. Then the recursion occurs on each binding, shown at deeper

level(s) of indentation. Then the new bindings which came back from the

recursion are printed as 'Results' in the same way the initial bindings

are printed as 'Bindings'. Then the result (semantics) part of the rule

is shown, and finally the result of substituting the 'Results' into the

'Semantics' is shown preceded by '=='. Below is one of these traces, for

the simple example shown above:
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TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs number the top»)

Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at [NOUN))

Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs number the top»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs number the top)

Syntax = (NP+Adjs number the top)

Semantics = (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»

== (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»

Results = «NOUN INTERSECT-GUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

Semantics = (LOOK-AT [NOUN)

== (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-GUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

Here is a more complicated example where more than one

pseudo-variable appears at one level of recursion. (Note that some lines

are too long to be printed in one piece. They are broken at the right

margin and continue on the next line. Any line that

starts at the very left margin, except the first, is a continuation of

the line above.)

English:

Add this number to the number you remembered.

Parsed-English:

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs (TV!+NP add (NP!+Adjs number this»

(PrepPh to

(N!+rclause (NP!+Adjs number the)

(that you remembered THAT!&SLOT»»
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Translator running with trace on:

TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TVtNP add (NP+Adjs number this» (PrepPh to

(N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered

THAT&SLOT»»

Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TVtNP add [NOUNl) (PrepPh to [NOUN2)JJ

Bindings = «NOUNl NP+Adjs number this)

(NOUN2 N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered

THAT&SLOT» )

NOUNl = (NP+Adjs number this)

Syntax = [NOUN)

Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs number this»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs number this)

Syntax = (NP+Adjs number this)

Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER

== DEFAULT-NUMBER

Results = «NOUN. DEFAULT-NUMBER»

Semantics = [NOUN)

== DEFAULT-NUMBER

NOUN2 = (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered THAT&SLOT»

Syntax = [NOUN)

Bindings = «NOUN N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you

remembered THAT&SLOT»)

NOUN = (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered

THAT&SLOT»

Syntax = (N+rclause [NOUN) (that [MOVER) [VERB) THAT&SLOT»

Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs number the)

(MOVER • you)

(VERB. remembered»
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NOUN = (NP+Adjs number the)

Syntax = (NP+Adjs number the)

Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER

== DEFAULT-NUMBER

MOVER = you

Syntax = you

Semantics = ROBOT

== ROBOT

VERB = remembered

Syntax = remembered

Semantics = REMEMBER

== REMEMBER

Results = «NOUN • DEFAULT-NUMBER)

(MOVER • ROBOT)

(VERB • REMEMBER»

[Semantics omitted because it uses a feature not yet explained.]

== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)

Resul ts = «NOUN SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

Semantics = [NOUN]

== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)

Results = «NOUNl • DEFAULT-NUMBER)

(NOUN2 SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

Semantics = (ADD [NOUNlj [NOUN2j)

== (ADD DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

There is one special case in the semantics. If an exclamation

mark appears where an atom (word) would ordinarily appear, the rest of
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that sub-expression is treated specially: call some function to perform

additional processing before returning the translation. The next

element in the list, at the same level as the exclamation mark, is the

name of the function to be called. Ordinarily this is T2-REC which

invokes yet another recursive call to the translator besides the normal

recursive binding and substitution. The remaining elements are arguments

to that function, which first get all variables substituted just like the

ordinary Semantics part ~f the rule. Thus any such extra call occurs

after the normal recursion which gives sub-results that are the new

bindings for the variables, and just after the argument sub-expression

result has been formed by substituting the sub-results for the variables

in the argument sub-expression. But this extra call occurs before

passing this sub-expression up to the next level of building the

overall expression to return.

When T2-REC is the function being called, there are exactly two

arguments, the first being the token name associated with the desired

rules to use, and the second being the form to be re-translated in that

way (according to those rules). In the above example, at the spot where

we omitted the semantics because they used a mechanism that had not yet

been explained, that is what happened. Here is that portion of the above

trace now:

Results = «NOUN • DEFAULT-NUMBER)

(MOVER • ROBOT)

(VERB • REMEMBER»

Semantics = (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER) [VERB) (! T2-REC

ANYIFY (NOUN))
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ANYIFY = DEFAULT-NUMBER

Syntax = DEFAULT-NUMBER

Semantics = ANY-NUMBER

== ANY~NUMBER

== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)

As shown by the above trace, the results from recursion were:

NOUN = DEFAULT-NUMBER

MOVER = ROBOT

VERB = REMEMBER

The semantics called for building the trivial expressions ANYIFY which

is a constant and [NOUN] which becomes DEFAULT-NUMBER, then passing

these two arguments to T2-REC. The call then occurs, which has the

effect of translating DEFAULT-NUMBER according to the ANYIFY rules

The result is ANY-NUMBER. This expression is then passed up to the

main expression being built. This is a list of four elements, the

first being the constant SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON. the second and third

the values of MOVER (i.e., ROBOT) and VERB (i.e., REMEMBER), and the

fourth this expression passed up (i.e., ANY-NUMBER).

Here is another example:

Semantics = ((! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-OBJECT)

Suppose that 'NOUN' was originally bound to some parsed-English

sub-expression that returned 'BAR'. When running the semantics, first

T2-REC is called with 'NOUN-TO-PREDICATE' as first argument and 'BAR'

as second argument. The effect is as if the pseudo-variable

'NOUN-TO-PREDICATE' existed and was bound to the sub-expression 'BAR',

except that here 'BAR' comes not from the parsed-English but from the
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translation of something according to the 'NOUN' rules. Anyway, the

translator is called recursively, using the rules for 'NOUN-TO-PREDICATE',

with 'BAR' as input, and suppose the result is 'BARP'. Now 'BARP' is

substituted into the expression in place of the '(! T2-REC NOUN-TO

PREDICATE [NOUN)', and the result is:

Result: (BARP DEFAULT-DBJECT)

This result is then returned up to the next level.

The above examples were given merely to illustrate the

mechanics of the table-driven translator. To show how the translator

is used in practice to translate idiomatic English from parsed form to

operator language, three extended examples of translating idioms are

give~ in Appendix 5.

3. Interpretation and Execution

Because the operator la~uage is standard LISP with the

exception of the primitive atoms, interpretation has strict LISP sense

in our system. The CAR of an expression says what to do. On the other

hand, evaluation is not standard LISP. In LISP terminology everything

we do is assumed to be an FEXPR (an F expression). Evaluation does not

take place without looking at the CAR of an expression. The CAR of an

expression is ordinarily a function, and this function decides when and

how to interpret the arguments and thus when and how to do evaluation.

For example, in standard LISP consider the expression

(PLUS X 3) •

The standard LISP method is to recursively evaluate the arguments first.

For example, suppose the variable 'X' had been assigned earlier the value 8.
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Then the function would be evaluated to give the sum 11. In contrast,

when PLUS is treated as an FEXPR the trace of a computation would look

the same but the function PLUS would be called first.

It is also ·true that, in general, execution is that of standard

LISP but this does not mean too much because each primitive FEXPR has

its own execution. Of course, this is irrelevant for actors and verbs

which have no arguments. It is also true that statistically most verbs

with arguments act like EXPRs which have the standard LISP recursive

evaluation of arguments.

3.1 Coercing Data

Sometimes the argument given to a function does not meet the

needs of that function. For example, an arithmetic function, needing

numbers as arguments, might be given characters or variables as arguments.

In a strongly-typed language such as PASCAL it is hard to get around this

problem, but in an object-oriented language such as LISP where every

object carries its type around with it at runtime and where functions

exist for checking the type of an object at runtime. it is not too hard

to coerce data of the wrong type into data of the right type at runtime.

When the robot is requested to do an arithmetic function such as

addition, COERCE-TO-NUMBER is called on its arguments to convert them

to numbers if they are not already. COERCE-TO-NUMBER calls the function

MAY-COERCE-NUMBER to do most of its work. MAY-COERCE-NUMBER either

converts the object to a number or returns a failure indication.

If it fails, COERCE-TO-NUMBER then generates an error message, sets a

flag indicating a number was needed (to be used by an error-recovery

procedure not yet written), and aborts the current step.
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If the object is aiready a number, then of course it is kept as

is and the coercion succeeds. The most common case where the object needs

coercion to a number is when it is a character of text from the input

data matrix. For exampie, the character-object !5 must be converted into

the number 5. The only other case currently handled is when the text of

the command contains a number-word such as 'two' or 'ten'. This

is convert.ed into the appropriate LISP numerical representation.

The opposite sort of coercion happens when the command is to

output something, for example, writing a character in the arithmetic-

example matrix. In this case only characters can be written, so whatever

the argument is must be converted to a character. The way it does this

is to do an EXPLODEC and check to see if the length is 1. If not, that

object needs more than one character to print, and cannot be coerced

into a single character. If the length is indeed 1, then that single

element, the single character in the print-name, is returned as the

result of COERCE-TO-CHARACTER. If the datum was already a character,

taking the only element of the EXPLODEC gets back to that character again.

When we want to move the point of attention somewhere, via the

LOOK command, or when we want to perform an input or output at some

location relative to our current location, various words having to do

with direction must at some point be converted into actual coordinates.

That is the job of COERCE-LOCAT-TO-COORDS. First it converts keywords

into coordinate offsets. HERE is (0 0), LEFTWARD is (1 0), DOWNWARD

is (0 i), UPWARD is (0 -i), etc. Then it adds these offsets to the

current coordinates to get the new coordinates. These are later used

as the actual arguments to the verb function such as LOOK.
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3.2 Locating References to Past Steps

( A major facility of our English-understanding robotics approach

is the ability to create program loops without the artificial methods of

standard programming languages. For example, BASIC has every line

numbered for editing, and GOTOs can specify one of these line numbers.

FORTRAN has lines numbered only when they will be referenced, and they

do not have to be in numerical order. ALGOL and LISP have alphanumerical

labels, again only when needed. But all of these methods are artificial

compared to the way students in school are taught algorithms for

arithmetic. Even explicit loop primitives used in structured languages

such as PASCAL are unnatural. Imagine the very first time you are guided

through column addition you are told 'O.K., now here's a loop that will

be executed over and over until an exit condition is satisfied, and here

are the steps in the loop ., • ••• ••• ' before any of the individual steps

has been performed even once.

We adopted the following approach, which is the closest we have

come to the natural method. First we take the "student" through the

individual steps in the loop one at a time, with no reference to any of

the steps being "in a loop" and no mention of specially marking any of

the steps with a "label". We require only that the student keep a list

of the steps in sequence, possibly translated from the description we

give to his own internal notation. Then at the point when we have guided

the student through all the steps of the loop once and we are ready to

collect them into a "loop", we refer to the first step in the loop, ·not

by numerical order but by context. We can either tell the student all in

one command where the loop starts and ends (it always ends with the most

/
\.
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recent step before the loop-making command} and what the exit condition

is, or we can separate the label-making (context-matching) part from the

loop-making part, as we found necessary due to deficiencies in the parser.

But in both cases we need a way to specify some past step based on context

(syntactic) information. This is the job of NEWMAT, the new pattern-matcher

for past steps. (Previous versions did not work in difficult cases, so

the routine had to be completely ,rewritten using a different approach.)

Before discussing the internal workings of NEWMAT, let us discuss

its external interface and how it is used. NEWMAT takes as argument a

list of cues into past steps. These may be complete repeats of the steps,

paraphrases, or very truncated skeletons of them. For example, if the

original step was 'look down at the next number' the cue given to

NEWMAT may be 'look down at the next number' or 'looking down at the

next number' or 'looking for the next number' or 'looking down' etc.

In all cases NEWMAT will find (or at least is supposed to find) the

correct step being referred to. Given a list of cues into past steps,

it returns a list of numbers of those steps as currently listed in the

memory of the robot-student's memory. Note that because earlier some

steps may have been collapsed into single steps, these numbers do not

necessarily correspond to the sequence of commands originally given to

the robot, and later if further collapsing is done these numbers will

become invalid. They must be used very soon, typically in the current

command or the next, to be valid •

.When everything is combined in a single command, it is in the form

'Continue ••• until ••• ' which invokes the function O-CONTINUE-UNTIL.

NEWMAT is called, and the numbers that come back from it are immediately
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used to fetch the corresponding steps from the memory. These steps are

formed into a loop which is executed in single-step mode with exit check

at the start and end and between steps as described below. Upon

completion of the loop, any just-preceding steps which match final steps

in the loop (after the exit condition) are rolled into the loop, causing

those steps to disappear from the top level of memory and to appear at

the start instead of end of the loop.

When the reference and the loop are separated, the reference is

invoked by 'Refer back to when you ••• ' while the loop itself is invoked

by 'Continue doing everything from that step up to the most recent step,

until ••• '. The 'Refer back ••• ' calls NEWMAT which returns a list of

step numbers as above. But here all the numbers except the oldest are

thrown away, and the oldest is set as the value of a global variable,

which represents the label that would be present in an ALGOL program.

The 'Refer back••• ' step is not saved in memory for later reference

because it is not something that might later be repeated. This is the

one exception (currently) to the rule that the student (robot) remembers

all past steps executed. Then the 'Continue doing everything ••• '

resolves the argument 'that step' by fetching that saved number (the

index, i.e., label, of the referred-to step), and resolves the argument

'the most recent step' by fetching the number of the most recent step.

It then creates a list of all numbers between those two bounds, i.e., a

list of indexes of all steps to be included in .the loop. Finally it does

the same thing as O-CONTINUE-UNTIL, fetching all steps whose indexes are

in the list, making a loop, stepping thru it, and rolling preceding steps

into it where possible.
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Thus NEWMAT converts cues into the indices of the actual steps to

be brought into the loop, and those indices are used to fetch the past

steps to make the loop. Either just the steps mentioned or all steps,

from the oldest mentioned to the most recent executed, are included,

depending on whethe~ the 'continue ••• until ••• # or the separate 'refer

back ••• ' and 'continue doing everything ••• ' syntax WaS used.

Now we will describe the internal workings of the current versions

of NEWMAT. It is given two items of information, its argument consisting

of cues to past steps, and the global variable listing past steps in

reverse chronological order. The first thing it does logically is to

convert each list into a list of lists of keywords. That is, each cue

and each past step is converted into a list of keywords, so that each

list. of cues or list of steps is £onverted into a list of lists of

keywords. In the case of the list of cues this is done en masse, via

MAPCAR, but in the case of the past steps this is done in a lazy way,

using a "lazy evaluator" to do only as mu£h of MAPCAR as is needed in

actual processing. We shall not go into the details of the lazy MAPCAR

except to say that it creates a partial list of results with a blip at

the end indicating the rest has not yet been computed and pointing at

the place in the original list where not-yet-processed data reside.

When CDR is attempted at the point where the blip stands, one more

element is fetched from the original list, processed into keywords,

and patched into the result list, then the blip is advanced past that

new processed data and the pointer to the original data is advanced

past the data which have now been processed. The reason for this lazy

MAPCAR instead of simply calling MAPCAR to convert all past steps en
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masse is that often a loop refers only to two or three past steps, and

if there are thirty steps in all it is a gross waste of computing to

process all thirty steps if the pattern-matching algorithm is not even

going to look at more than two or three steps.

Ignoring the complication of the lazy MAPCAR, the pattern matcher

is a simple recursive function. First the cues are reversed so they are

in reverse chronological order, the Same as the past steps. The first

(latest) cue is matched against the first (latest) past step. If the

match succeeds, then the next (earlier) cue is matched,against both

the same and the next (earlier) past step. If either succeeds, recursion

continues until a mismatch occurs or the list of cues is exhausted. If

failure occurs at any level, a retry of any alternative pending at a

higher level is tried. If a failure at the top level occurs (either

directly or by all lower-level alternatives failing somehow), the pointer

into the past steps is advanced and the whole process is retried. The

effect of all this is that if a success occurs, it corresponds to the

MOST RECENT sequence that matches, and because it immediately returns at

the top level, all older sequences that might also match are suppressed.

Thus NEWMAT finds the most recent CONTIGUOUS sequence of pasr steps that

matches the cues given.

Only one detail of NEWMAT remains to be defined: in the above

recursive algorithm, when considering whether the keyword list from a

particular cue matches the keyword list from a particular past step, what

is the criterion for a successful match? First of all, keywords are

coerced into a standard form of paraphrasing. Thus 'looking', 'looked',

and 'look' all come out the same. This makes it possible to find a match
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when the original step was 'Look at the next spot down', while the cue

came from 'Refer back to when you looked at the next spot down' or

'Continue looking down, adding and remembering'. All versions of the

pattern matcher do-this coercion the same. The original pattern

matcher scored a success whenever any keyword in the cue, after this

coercion, matched any keyword in the step, after the same coercion.

This worked fine for the main loop of addition and also for the little

loops in both addition and subtraction, but was too lenient (willing

to find a match) for the main loop of subtraction, finding a false

match consisting of only the most recent six steps when actually the

past 30 steps were supposed to be included. We fixed it by requiring a

particular percentage of keywords in the cue to match any keywords in

the past step. Note that we. could not do the converse, requiring a

particular percentage of keywords· in the past step to match keywords

anywhere in the cue, because of the possibility that the past step is

a loop composed of several small steps and that the cue is referring

to one of those small steps. We needed a successful match even in

cases when one of the steps referred to in the cue was merely one very

small part of the large loop that was a past step.

We tried various thresholds, various required percentages of

keywords to match, to see which values of the threshold got a false

match that masked the deeper correct match, which values skipped over

the false matches to reach the correct match, and which values skipped

past even the correct match to find no match at all. We found that the

false match for subtraction matched half the keywords, thus we needed

a threshold greater than 0.5 to get past it. The correct match matched
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all the keywords, thus any threshold greater than 0.5 and less than

1.0 would be satisfactory. But then we went back and checked the

threshold for the other loops, and found that the correct match for a

small loop found only half the keywords in one of the cues, thus

requiring a threshold less than 0.5. This put us in a dilemma. The

threshold had to be less than 0.5 for one match to work and greater than

0.5 for another match to work. In both cases the English was quite

reasonable, so we decided not to force the English to be modified to make

the. pattern matching come out consistently. Our only easy alternative Was

to "tune" the program, having a different threshold in the two cases.

This can be a dangerous thing to do, because the program is so carefully

tuned on the test data it has been developed with that it cannot handle

other test data that is identical as far as human judgement is concerned

but for which the tuning is not right. We have tried as much as possible

to make our mechanisms general, to match parts of sentences in reasonable

ways rather than simply to hardwire our program to understand exactly the

complete sentences we used as our training data.

Our solution was interaction with the user. The program has a

default threshold that works in most cases, although not, for example,

in the main loop of the subtraction algorithm. It uses that threshold

to find the match, and tells the user both the complete step that it

found and the number of steps from that step to the most recent step.

This gives the user enough information to decide whether that is the

right step or not. If not, the user must supply a neW threshold to ·.try.

Again the program gives feedback and the user considers the result.

When the threshold results in finding the correct step and the user
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confirms it, the program proceeds with the rest of the processing as

before. This method is not totally satisfactory since it requires the

user to understand the concept of threshold, an internal aspect of the

robot's program, in addition to understanding the problem domain. Perhaps

we should change this so the user merely says whether the step found

is correct, too far back or too recent. The robot would then use

that information to pick a new threshold silently instead of asking

the user (teacher) to give it a neW threshold.

Finally, we describe the workings of the single-step mode for

loops mentioned above. Initially the exit condition is tentatively

located at all possible points in the program, at the st.art and end

and also between each two adjacent steps. Then when executing the

loop, if one of these copies of the exit condition is satisfied, the

user is asked if it is the correct one. If it is not, that copy is

deleted so that the user will not be bothered with the exact same query

during a later pass through the loop. If it is the correct one, all

others are deleted, leaving just that one exit condition at the

correct location in the loop. If there is only one remaining copy of

the exit condition when the user answers "no" to the query, the

remaining loop contains no exit condition at all and thus can never

terminate. The single-step mode detects this error and aborts

immediately, flagging the Whole loop as invalid. When copies of the

exit condition are not satisfied, however, they are left as is, since

they may be satisfied during later passes through the loop.
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4. Learning and Instruction

One of the most notable features of current work in computer

science and artificial intelligence is the absence of a sustained

effort to develop concepts and techniques of learning. A liberal

definition of "learning" includes any change in behavior. Under this

definition a computer "learns" when it: is give a neW program to execute.

In fact our work instructing a robot is very similar to programming

in that we give the robot a sequence of commands whicb tbe robot

compiles into a more machine-oriented language and then executes or stores

for future execution. Our use of a reduced set of English is not even

unique. Recall tbat COBOL was designed to be like English, and several

companies now advertise programming languages that: are claimed to be

fragment:s of English. But: there are important differences between our

efforts to create an "English language programming language" and these

others. Whereas prior att:empt:s have tried to make the Englisb precise

in tbe same way tbat programming languages make their source language

precise, We allow ambiguities t:o exist in our English source language.

During debugging, rather than requiring the user t:o go back and modify

the English source to resolve ambiguities, we resolve ambiguities during

a test run. Most: of the resolution is obtained not by direct interact:ions

with the user but by int:eract:ions with t:he t:est: data. Thus if the program

has more than one int:erpretat:ion, but: only one interpretation makes sense

in conjunction with the test dat:a, the robot can resolve t:he ambiguit:y

without: needing any help from t:he user-instructor. Even where not: all but

one int:erpret:ation can be eliminat:ed, t:he number of possible

interpretations can be great:ly reduced, giving the user a small list of
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interpretations to choose from. Furthermore, the possible interpretations

are presented to the user as practical questions such as 'is this the

right time and place to exit the loop' in the course of working through

the test data, instead of as in-vacuo questions about the structure of the

program. Thus the user is relieved of the burden of mentally simulating

the program to figure out where the exit condition needs to be, the robot

does the test run for him and asks for help at exactly the point in the

test run when it is easy for the user to see what needs. doing and anSWer

the query correctly. Also the robot is relieved of the burden of

anticipating all possible problems before starting execution. Instead

the robot can plod ahead as if the program were unambiguous, and ask for

help only when it is already bumping into possible trouble. We believe

this is analagous to a teacher giving instruction to young children, where

the child is incapable of anticipating all the trouble he will have in

learning a new algorithm, and the teacher is incapable of knowing ahead

of time all the possible ambiguities in the student's mind and giving

unambiguous instruction from the start.

It is not our objective in this article to give an overall view

of types of learning or a classification of possible tasks. Without

attempting to give a less liberal definition of learning than the one

mentioned above, we restrict ourselves to the learning that is closely

associated with instruction. We have in mind tasks of the kind that

correspond to much instruction that is given in school, especially to

young children, for example, algorithms of elementary arithmetic and

approaches to beginning reading. Many other perceptual and motor-skill

tasks fall under this category of being explicitly instructable. We
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emphasize, of course, that much learning does not fall under this concept

of instruction. It does represent, in our judgment, an area of great.

importance and we are concerned here oniy with it. The central feature

of such learning from instruction is, We believe, the synthesis of

complex procedures from simpler ones in accordance with the instructions

given, in English or some other natural language.

We now give a couple of concrete examples of new procedures that

we synthesized from primitive procedures available. (We emphasize that

a limitation of the present system is that new procedures must be

built up directly from primitive procedures rather than calling other

complex procedures that have been previously built up. The main reason

is that we do not yet have a mechanism for the procedures we build to

take arguments. They are effectively inline-code macros rather than

parameterized subroutines.) From a formal standpoint these examples are

trivial. They are meant to illustrate three things: the use of English

for formulating the new procedures, the problems We encountered, and a

comparison of the English formulation of the new procedure to the LISP

S-expression generated as the final product of the compilation of the

English. Note the compilation involves three parts, (1) the translation

of the English into operator language which initially contains some

ambiguities, (2) the interaction of that translation with the problem

domain, which resolves some of the ambiguities, and (3) interaction with

the user (playing the role of the teacher) which resolves the remaining

ambiguities. This is different from traditional programming of computers

where the source language must have no ambiguities.
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The first example takes any addition problem in standard column

format and simply places in the answer.the first row of digits--for

simplicity we assume that the first row has as many digits as any other

row in the exercise. The English that successfully constructed the

algorithm was the following:

Look at the top number.

Remember this number.

Look one space down until you see a bar.

Look one space down.

Write the number you remembered.

Look at the top of the next column to the left.

Refer back to when you remembered the number and looked down.

Continue doing everything from that step up thru the most recent

step. until you see a space.

The S-expression which is the final product of compilation is

as follows:

((LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

(LOOP (REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

(LOOP (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(IF (BARP DEFAULT!-QBJECT) (DONE»)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»

(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (DONE»»
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It is easy to establish the correspondence between the lines of

the S-expression and the English. The most important general feature is

the use of the 'continue' idiom to establish the loop.

The English· is not as precise as the S-expression but it is more

readable and much easier for. the user to understand. The directions given

to the robot here are more explicit than one would use with a child but

not enormously so. It would be easy to devise an experiment to give

something very similar to six- or seven-year-old children.

Because of the length of the record of the interaction by which

we constructed this simple algorithm successfully, we have not presented

it. We do give as an appendix the longer record of the second example.

However, there are one or two useful comments about the kinds of

difficulties we encountered with the current version of our program in

constructing the algorithm given above. First, We had some difficulty

with the program's accepting the English we first used for the third

line above. Our first try was 'Look downward until we get a bar'.

Unfortunately the three words 'downward', 'we', and 'get' were not in the

grammar. The next attempt was 'Look down one space until you see a bar'.

We got several parses of this instruction but no operator-language

translation. The difficulty was that the grammar treated 'down' occurring

'before one space' as a preposition. In the parse of the sentence that

was translated into the proper operator language and given above, 'down'

occurs after 'one space' and is classfied as an adverb.
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Permuting columns. This example is more complicated but still

quite simple. Given an addition exercise in standard format with two

columns but with not all numbers required to be two-digit numbers. the

algorithm permutes the columns. It is understood that a zero is first

to be placed in the tens column of a one-digit number.

The 23 English commands that led to successful construction of

this algorithm are the following:

Look at the top number.

Look one space to the left.

Look one space to the left.

Look one space to the right.

If you see a space write out a zero.,

Look here again.

Remember t:his number.

Look one space to the left.

Writ:e out: t:he number you remembered.

Look one space to the right.

Look one space t:o t:he right.

Remember this number.

Look one space to the left.

Write out the number you remembered.

Look one space t:o the left.

Remember this number.
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Write out a space.

Look one space to the right.

Look one space to the right.

Write out the number that you remembered.

Look one space down.

Look one space to the left.

Refer back to when you wrote a zero.

Continue doing everything from that step up thru the most recent step.

until you see a bar.

We feel that the readability of the procedure described in English

is very much better than that of the generated S-expression:

«LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOP (IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (WRITE!-QUT 0»

(LOOK DEFAULT!-LOCATION) (REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

, .

, .'

(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(REMEMBER DEFAULT! -NUMBER)
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(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (REMEMBER DEFAULT!-N~rnER)

(WRITE!-OUT SPACE) (LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(IF (BARP DEFAULT!-QBJECT) (DONE»»

It is eVident from this example that there are many obvious

improvements to be made in our system to provide a flexible environment

for interactive instruction. Some are at the level of language. For

example. it is desirable to extend looking to any finite number of

spaces. so that lines (2) and (3) could be replaced wi.th the single command

'Look two spaces to the left'. A second feature concernS access to memory.

Our "robot" can access only the top of the stack and the topmost stack

item satisfying some property such as being a number or a sum or a

difference. etc. Also the stack cannot be purged of items that are no

longer needed. This was no problem in handling the algorithms of addition

and subtraction. but is already a problem in the present example. There

are various devices in ordinary English for making multiple references to

memory--anaphoric reference being among the most prominent. We see no

problem in principle of matching the internal workings of our robot

program to these various devices.
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As we indicaced already in the introduction it is not our present

intention to extend our system so as to make it capable of general

knowledge representation. But as in che case of interactive theorem

provers, aC this sCage of development our aim is to handle efficiently

and easily che rather specialized facts and procedures of a given

restricced domain. Every major componenc of che system reported on in

chis article can obviously be improved, and we hope to do so in the

future.
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Footnotes

1. A shorter version of this technical report is being submitted

for publication.

2. When exchanging data between the parser and the rest of the

robot system, it us convenient to put the data in disk files rather than

require that the user type the data from one program back into the

program that wants the data. A feature of CREATE redirects all output

of parsed sentences to a disk file. There is no wraparound at the end

of 'lines on the terminal', rather each parse is written onto one very

long line, with a new line only at the end of each parse. Another

feature of CREATE is that of accepting input of sentences from a disk file

instead of from the terminal. Lines are read from the file as if they

had come from the terminal, and when end-of-file is reached input is

switched back to the terminal for more sentences or another command to

invoke another special feature. The effect of using both the above

commands is that input is read in from one file and output is written

to another file. The only communication via the terminal is the setup

parameters (what grammar file to compile, etc.) and the commands that

switch input and output to files.

The program CREATE is the only part of our robot software

system not written in Utah Standard LISP (USLISP). The preparser,

postparser, translator, runtime environment, and overall control, are

all written in USLISP. Unfortunately there is no interface between USLISP

and another program in another language (such as CREATE) which permits

data to be 'typed in' to the other program as if the user were doing
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it manually, or which in any other way allows data to be passed directly

between the USLISP system and the other program. (Our TENEX system

does have such a feature, called the 'Pseudo Teletype' or 'PTY', but

USLISP has no function to make use of this feature.) The only facility

for letting USLISP talk to another program requires that the second

program (CREATE) run totally automatically, getting ALL its input from

disk files, none from the terminal or from USLISP directly. This

facility, called %XEQ, also does not allow passing any output from the

second program back to the USLISP program, but does pass all

terminal-directed output from the second program past the USLISP program

to the terminal above it, so at least the user can see any

terminal-directed output the second program generates.

We therefore undertook to modify CREATE so that it could accept

its commands from a disk file. Unfortunately it cannot use a command

from the terminal to tell it whether to take commands from the

terminal or from the disk, because under %XEQ there is no way to

get that initial command into it. The way we made it work is that it

looks on the disk for the command file. If it is present, it goes into

from-disk mode, taking its commands from that file, and then exiting

when that file is empty. If the file is not present, it runs in normal

terminal-command mode. Since there can be only one command file at one

time, and that file dominates the program, preventing interactive use

from a terminal, only one person at a time can now use the program if

anyone is using it in commands-from-disk mode. That is, only one person

can use the robot system at anyone time because the user cannot

anticipate when the robot system will invoke the %XEQ feature with CREATE.
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Appendix 1. Training Steps for Addition and Subtraction

We designed our robot primarily to be able to perform column addition
and column subtraction. The original training steps, developed in
connection with other work, were modified slightly to provide the
English which was given to the robot for training. The two final
versions of the training steps are shown below, first addition then
subtraction.

In each training step, we show the sequence of sentences that comprise
it. For each sentence we show first the original English, then the
operator language that results from it by parsing and translation, then
any subsequent transformations of that operator language and any prior
operator-language sentences which are copied into the trial loop (incase
of 'Continue ••• until ••• '). When the final LOOP construct is rotated
for optimization, we indicate the number of prior sentences that are
accordingly deleted. At the very end of each of the two training steps,
we show the final program that is created. It consists of each of the
operator-language sentences in their final form, except those which were
deleted during LOOP optimization and those which were used for side
effect only ('Refer back to when you ••• ').

We also show the initial arithmetic example that was used to
train the robot.

ADDITION (TRAINING STEP NUMBER 23)

Using example number 1.
+--+
I 31
I 51
1--1
+--+
Which training step? <NUMBER> [231

Look at the top number.
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

Add it to Zero.
(ADD DEFAULT!-DBJECT 0)

Remember the sum.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM)

Look at the next spot down until you see a number or a bar.
(DO!-UNTIL (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

(OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (BARP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»)

Step=(LOOP (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT-OBJECT) •• )
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If it is a number then add it to the total so far and remember the sum.
(IF (NUMBERP DEFAULT I-OBJECT)

(SEQUENCE (ADD DEFAULT!-OBJECT DEFAULT I-SUM) (R~IEMBER DEFAULT I-SUM»)

Continue looking down looking for a number or a bar adding and remembering un
til you see a bar.
(CONTlNUE1-UNTlL

(ROBOT!-DID (SEQUENCE (LOOK DOWN) (LOOK NUMBER BAR) (ADD) (REMEMBER»)
(BARP DEFAULT1-QBJECT»

Past steps copied into the trial loop:
(LOOP (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (EA•• )
(IF (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (SEQUENCE (ADD DEFAULT-QBJECT DEFAULT-•• )

Step=(LOOP (LOOP (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QB •• )
That loop has been optimized by pulling the preceding 1 step into it and rotat
ing it accordingly.

Then look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!wDIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

Write out the ones digit.
(WRITE!-OUT (ONES!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NlThffiER»

Remember the tens digit.
(REMEMBER (TENS!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»

Look at the top spot in the column to the left.
(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»

Look at the next spot down until you see a number or a bar.
(DO!-UNTIL (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

(OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (BARP DEFAULT!-QBJECT»)

Step=(LOOP (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QBJECT) •• )

Refer back to when you added something to the total and looked down.
(REFER!-BACK!-TO (WHEN (ROBOT!-DID (SEQUENCE (ADD TOTAL) (LOOK DOWN»»)
[For side-effect only. doesn't appear in the list of program steps.]

Continue doing everything from that step up thru the latest step. until
you see a bar.
(CONTINUE!-UNTIL

(STEPS!-BETWEEN MARKED!-STEP LATEST!-STEP) (BARP DEFAULT1-QBJECT»

Steps copied into the trial loop:
(LOOP (IF (NUMBERP DEFAULT-OBJECT) (SEQUENCE (ADD DEFAULT-QBJECT DE •• )
(LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(WRITE-QUT (ONES-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER (TENS-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER»
(LOOK (INTERSECT-LOCATION-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»
(LOOP (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (BA•• )
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Step=(LOOP (IF (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (DONE» (LOOP (IF (NUMBERP DEFAU•• )
op exited normally]
That loop has been optimized by pulling the preceding 6 steps into it and rota
ting it accordingly.

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

Write out the ones digit.
(WRITE!-OUT (ONES!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»

Ignore the tens digit.
(IGNORE (TENS!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»

See the final view of the example?
*y

+--+
I 31
I 51
1--1
1081
+--+

See the S-expression representing the complete program?
*y

«LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(ADD DEFAULT!-OBJECT 0)
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM)
(LOOP (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

(IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (BARP DEFAULT!-OBJECT» (DONE»)
(LOOP (LOOP (IF (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-QBJECT)

(SEQUENCE (ADD DEFAULT!-QBJECT DEFAULT!-SUM)
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM»)

(LOOP (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT)

(BARP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»
(DONE» )

(IF (BARP DEFAULT!-QBJECT) (DONE»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(WRITE!-OUT (ONES!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER (TENS!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»
(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»
(LOOP (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

(IF (OR (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (BARP DEFAULT!-QBJECT»
(DONE» )

(IF (BARP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (DONE»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (WRITE!-QUT (ONES!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»
(IGNORE (TENS!-DIGIT!-OF DEFAULT!-NUMBER»)
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SUBTRACTION (TRAINING STEP Nu~BER 21)

Using example number 2.
+---+
I 321
1 81
1---1
I I
+---+
Which training step? <NUMBER> [21]

Look at the top number.
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT ~ffiER) (LOCATION TOP»)

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

This should be a number.
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT! -OBJECT»

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

This should be a bar.
(CHECK (BARP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

This should be a space.
(CHECK (SPACEP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»

Write a zero here.
(WRITE!-oUT 0)

Look at the bottom spot.
(LOOK BOTTOM)

Look one space to the left.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Write a zero here.
(WRITE!-OUT 0)

Look one space to the right.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

This should be a number.
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-oBJECT»

Remember it.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT! -OBJECT)
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Look at the top number.
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

If this is a space ·then write a zero here.
(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-OBJECT) (WRITE!-QUT 0»

Look here again.
(LOOK DEFAULT!-LOCATION)

Add it to the number you remembered.
(ADD DEFAULT!-OBJECT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Remember the sum.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM)

Look at the next spot up.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS UPWARD 1)

This should be a number.
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»

If this number is less than the number you remembered, then look at the
bottom number, look one spot to the left, write a one here, and

look one spot to the right.
(IF (LESSP DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(SEQUENCE (LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE!-OUT 1)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»

Look at the bottom spot.
(LOOK BOTTOM)

Look one spot to the left.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Multiply this number by ten.
(MULTIPLY DEFAULT!-NUMBER 10)

Remember this number.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

Look one spot to the right.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Look at the top number.
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
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Add this number to the number you remembered.
(ADD DEFAULT!-NUMBER (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Remember the sum.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM)

Look at the next spot down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)

Subtract this number from the number you remembered.
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING! -ACTED! -UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY! -NUMBER) )

Remember this number.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

Look two spots down.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 2»

Subtract this number from the number you remembered.
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Write out this number.
(WRITE!-OUT DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

Look at the top spot in the column to the left.
(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-GUES TOP LEFTWARD»

Refer back to when you looked at the bottom spot, looked one space to th
e left, and wrote a zero.
(REFER! -BACK! -TO

(WHEN (ROBOT!-DID
(SEQUENCE (LOOK SPOT BOTTOM) (LOOK LEFTWARD ONE) (WRITE!-OUT ZERO»»)

[Note, that step for side-effect only, not included in the final program.]

Continue doing everything from those steps up thru the most recent step,
until you see a space.

(CONTINUE!-UNTIL
(STEPS!-BETWEEN MARKED!-STEP LATEST!-STEP) (SPACEP DEFAULT!-OBJECT»

List of past steps copied into trial loop:
(LOOK BOTTOM)
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-oUT 0)
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT-oBJECT»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-OBJECT)
(LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(LOOK-DIRDIS DOwm'ARD 1)
(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-OBJECT) (WRITE-oUT 0»
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(LOOK DEFAULT-LOCATION)
(ADD DEFAULT-QBJECT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-SUM)
(LOOK-DIRDIS UPWARD 1)
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT-QBJECT»
(IF (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-•• )
(LOOK BOTTOM)
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(MULTIPLY DEFAULT-NUMBER 10)
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(ADD DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-SUM)
(LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-N •• )
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 2»
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-N •• )
(WRITE-QUT DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(LOOK (INTERSECT-LOCATION-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»

Step=(LOOP (LOOK BOTTOM) (LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTI,ARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE-o •• )

Look at the bottom spot.
(LOOK BOTTOM)

Write a space and look one space to the right. until you see a nonzero n
umber or you reach the rightmost column.
(DOl-UNTIL (SEQUENCE (WRITE!-QUT SPACE) (LOOK RIGHTWARD»

(OR (AND (NUMBERP DEFAULTI-QBJECT) (NOT (ZEROP DEFAULT!-QBJECT)))
(RIGHTMOSTP CURRENT!-LOCATION»)

Step=(LOOP (WRITE-QUT SPACE) (LOOK RIGHTWARD) (IF (OR (AND (NUMBERP D•• )

See the final view of the example?
*y

+---+
I 321
I 081
1---1
I 241
+---+

See the S-expression representing the complete program?
*N
Save the program to the disk?
*y

[Saving as SAVED.PRG ••• done]
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The file written just above, containing the complete final program,
is shown below:

«LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT» (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(CHECK (BARP DEFAULT!-DBJECT» (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(CHECK (SPACEP DEFAULT!-DBJECT» (WRITE!-OUT 0) (LOOK BOTTOM)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE!-QUT 0)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-DBJECT»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-DBJECT)
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1) (IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-DBJECT) (WRITE!-DUT 0»
(LOOK DEFAULT!-LOCATION)
(ADD DEFAULT!-OBJECT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT !-SUM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS UPWARD 1)
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-DBJECT»
(IF (LESSP DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(SEQUENCE (LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE!-DUT 1)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»

(LOOK BOTTOM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(MULTIPLY DEFAULT !-NUMBER 10) (REMEMBER DEFAULT !-NUMBER)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK!~AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(ADD DEFAULT!-NUMBER (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUHBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT !-SUM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER) (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 2»
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT! -NUMBER

(SOMETHING!~ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(WRITE!-OUT DEFAULT!-NUMBER)
(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»
(LOOP (LOOK BOTTOM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE!-DUT 0)

(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(CHECK (N~IBERP DEFAULT!-OBJECT» (REMEMBER DEFAULT!-DBJECT)
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-DBJECT) (WRITE!-OUT 0» (LOOK DEFAULT!-LOCATION)
(ADD DEFAULT!-QBJECT

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-N~IBER»

(REHEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS UPWARD 1)
(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-DBJECT»
(IF (LESSP DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REHEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(SEQUENCE

(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOH»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITEI-OUT 1)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»
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(LOOK BOTTOM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(MULTIPLY DEFAULT!-NUMBER 10) (REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
(ADD DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-SUM) (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD 1)
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER) (LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 2»
(SUBTRACT DEFAULT!-NUMBER

(SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»
(WRITE!-QUT DEFAULT!-NUMBER)
(LOOK (INTERSECT!-LOCATION!-CUES TOP LEFTWARD»
(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT!-QBJECT) (DONE»)

(LOOK BOTTOM)
(LOOP (WRITE!-OUT SPACE) (LOOK RIGHTWARD)

(IF (OR (AND (NUMBERP DEFAULT!-QBJECT) (NOT (ZEROP DEFAULT!-QBJECT»)
(RIGHTMOSTP CURRENT!-LOCATION»

(DONE»»
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Appendix 2. The Parsing Grammar

This is the grammar we wrote to be used by the SAIL-based parser CREATE
for parsing our English sentences. Each line is a separate production,
of the form:

<WHOLE> <- <PARTS> <TAB> <SEMANTICS>
where <WHOLE> is the token name for the syntactic class being defined,
<PARTS> is a list of token names and text strings which can make up a
structure of that syntactic class, <TAB> is a tab character, and
<SEMANTICS> is a string containing an S-expression representing the
semantics to be generated. In the semantics, dotted pairs are not
allowed, only proper lists. A number preceded and followed by
semicolons represents. a pointer into the parts. Note that every part,
even constants, is numbered sequentially, thus in the production

VP <- VP ,VP "(SEQUENCE; 1; ; 3;)"
the first VP to the right of the arrow is ;1;, the comma is ;2;, and
the final VP just before the tab is ;3;. The pointers in the semantics'
S-expression get replaced by the results returned by the semantics
recursively. Thus the ;1; gets replaced by whatever the first VP
returned, the ;3; gets replaced by whatever the second VP returned,
then a list of three elements is constructed whose first element is
the atom "SEQUENCE" and whose other two elements are those lower-level
VP results just described, and the resultant three-element list is
returned as the result for the <WHOLE> VP, which then replaces one of
the parts at the next level higher, etc.

NP <- Art.N Loc "(NP-b\djs ;2; ;1; ;3;)"
NP <- Art AdjP N Loc "(NP-b\djs ;3; ;1; (Split-Adj+Loc ;2; ;4;»"
, <- COMMA "COMMATOKEN"
VP <- VP VP "(SEQUENCE ;1; ;2;)"
VP <- VP ,VP "(SEQUENCE ;1; ;3;)"
VP <- VP Conj VP "(;2; ;1; ;3;)"
VP <- VP , Conj VP "(;3; ;1; ;4;)"
SS <- SEN PERIOD ";1;"
LAdv <- Adv ";1;"
LAdv <- LOAdv "(not-yet-used ;1;)"
RAdv <- Adv ";1;"
RAdv <- ROAdv ";1;"
SEN <- S ";1;"
SEN <- then S "(ignore-then ;2;)"
Antec <- S ";1;"
Antec <- not "FALSE-RESULT"
SEN <- if Antec S "(IF ;2; ;3;)"
SEN <- if Antec , S "(IF ;2; ;4;)"
SEN <- if Antec then S "(IF ;2; ;4;)"
SEN <- if Antec , then S "(IF ;2; ;5;)"
SEN <- S until S "(DO-UNTIL ; 1; ; 3; )"
SEN <- S , until S "(DO-UNTIL ;1; ;4;)"
NP <- NP RCI "(N+rclause ;1; ;2;)"
RCI <- RCj DMO "(;1; ;2;)"
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"(;1; ;2;)"
"(that ;1;)"
"C; 1; ; 2; TIlAT&SLOT)"
"C;1; ;2; TIlAT&SLOT)"
"CTIlAT&SLOT ;1;)"
"CCop+AdjP ; 1; ; 2;)"
n;l j "

CompConj NP "CComparative C;1; ;2;) ;3;)"
"CSpecLoc ;1; ;2;)"
"CONTINUE-SAME"
"CDadlT= ;1;)"
until D "CCONTINUE-UNTIL ;2; ;4;)"
• until D "(CONTINUE-UNTIL ;2; ;5;)"
"(Num+Mea ; 1; ;2;)"
";1;"
11;1;"
n;l;"
11;1;"
"(NP+Adjs ;2; ;1;)"

RCi <- RCj DMS
RCi <- DMO
DMO <- NP TV
DMO <- NP TVed
DMS <- VP
VPO <- Cop AdjP
AdjP <- Adj
AdjP <- CompAdj
VPO <- Cop Loc
VPO <- continue
AdIT <- DadlT
I <- continue S
I <- continue S
AdIT <- Num Mea
AdjP <- Num
N <- Mea
N <- Num
NP <- Num
NP <- Art N
NP <- N 11;1;"
VP <- VPR
VPR <- VPL
VPL <- VPO
I <- Vp nil;u
XXXS <- IV Loc "CSATZ: IV= ; 1; Loc= ; 2;)"
D <- NP VP "CSubj+Verb ;1; ;2;)"
VPO <- TV NP "CTV+NP ;1; ;2;)"
VPO <- TVed NP "CTVed+NP; 1; ; 2;)"
VPO <- TV RAdv "CTV+RAdlT ;1; ;2;)"
S <- S • then S "(SEQUENCE ;1; ;4;)"
S1 <- SO Conj S1 "C;2; ;1; ;3;)"
S2 <- S1 • Conj S2 "C;3; ;1; ;4;)"
S1 <- SO S1 "CSEQUENCE ;1; ;2;)"
S2 <- S1 • S2 "CSEQUENCE ;1; ;3;)"
S1 <- SO ";1;"
S2 <- S1 ";1;"
S <- S2 ";1;"
SO <- S • if S "CBACKIF ;1; ;4;)"
SO <- D "CDECLARE ;1;)"
SO <- I "CIMPERATIVE ;1;)"
SO <- Q "Cnot":'yet-used QUERY ;1;)"
XXXS <- VP NP "CS <- VP NP)"
D <- DadlT VP "CDadlT+VP ;1; ;2;)"
VPL <- LAdlT VPL "CVPL+AdlT ;2; ; 1;)"
VPR <- VPR RAdlT "CVPR+Adv ;1; ;2;)"
'VPR <- VPR Loc "CVPR+Loc ;1; ;2;)"
VPO <- IV ";1;"
VPO <- IVed ";1;"
XXXVPO <- IV RAdlT "CVPO: IV= ;1; Adv= ;2;)"
XXXVP <- IV Prep NP "CVP <- IV Prep NP)"
VPO <- Cqp NP "CCop+NP ;1; ;2;)"
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;2;)"
;2;)"
;2;) n

";1;"

n;l;"

n;l;"
It; 1; II

n;l;"

SO <- TV S "(TV+S ; 1; ; 2;)"
Cop <- Aux Cop "(Aux+Cop ;1; ;2;)"
Cop <- Aux Adv Cop "(Aux+Adv+Cop ;1; ;2; ;3;)"
NP <- PN n j 1;"
NP <- Pro ";1;"
NP <- Adj P N " (NP+Adj s ; 2; ; 1 ; )"
NP <- Art AdjP N "(NP-lAdjs ;3; ;1;;2;)"
NP <- Dem N "(NP+Adjs ;2; ;1;)"
NP <- Dem AdjP N "(NP-lAdjs ;3; ;1; ;2;)"
NP <- NP AdjP "(NP-lAdjs; 1; ; 2;)"
NP <- NP Pass NP "(NP+Poss+NP ;1; ;2; ;3;)"
NP <- Rprol S "(NP=Rprol-H> ;1; ;2;)"
NP <- Rpro NP TVP "(NP=RelClause ;2; ;3; ;1;)"
TVP <- TV ";1;"
TVP <- TVed ";1;"
TVP <- TVP Loc "(TV+Adv; 1; ;2;)"
NP <- NP Conj NP "(;2; ;1; ;3;)"
Adv <- Adv Adv "(Adv+Adv ;1; ;2;)"
RAdv <- Adv RAdv "(Adv+Adl1 ;1;
LAdv <- Adv LAdv "(Adv+AdI1 ;1;
AdjP <- LAdv AdjP "(Adv+Adj ;1;
Loc <- Prep NP "(PrepPh ;1; ;2;)"
IV <- TVing "(Shortform ;1;)"
TV <- TVing " ; 1 ; "
TVing <- checking
IV <- refer It ;"1; If

IV <- look ";1;"
IV <- looking ";1;"
IVed <- looked ";1;"
IV <- appears ";1;"
IV <- stop " ; 1 ; "
IV <- move 1t;1;"
TV <- remember 11;1;"
TVed <- remembered
TVing <- remembering
TV <- add ";1;"
TVed <- added ";1;"
TVing <- adding ";1;"
TV <- subtract ";1;"
TVing <- subtracting
TV <- multiply ";1;"
TVing <- multiplying
TV <- continue n;l;"
TV <- see lI;l;u
TV <- forget ";1;"
TV <- ignore 11;1;"
TV <- do n;l;"
TV <- reach ";1;11
TVing <- doing ";1;"
TV <- write ";1;"
TVed <- wrote fI;I;"

(

(
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TVing <- writing "; 1;"
TV <- write out "(TV-IDIOM ;1; ;2;)"
TV <- write down "(TV-IDIOM ; 1;
TVing <- writing out "(TV-IDIOM; 1;
XXXAdv <- then n;l;"
ROAdv <- down ";1;"
Prep <- down n;l;"
Adv <- back "; 1;"
Adv <- up n;l;"
Mv <- now u;l;"
Adv <- only ";1;"
AdV' <- again iI;I;"
Adv <- so II; 1; It

Mv <- far 11;1;"
Adv <- most u;li n

Dadv <- there "; 1; It

DadV' <- here n;l;1I
Art <- the ";1;"
Art <- a ";1;"
Adj <- blank ";1;"
Adj <- top ";1;"
Adj <- bottom "; 1;"
Adj <- rightmost
Adj <- nonzero 111;1;11
Adj <- next ";1;"
Adj <- first ";1;"
Adj <- recent "; 1;"
Adj <- latest ";1;"
Adj <- open "; 1;"
Adj <- ones ";1;1t
N <- ones n;l;"
Adj <- units "; 1;"
Adj <- singles ";1;"
Adj <- tens " ; 1; "
Adj <- previous "; 1 ; "
Adj <- second "; 1;"
Adj <- third ";1;"
Adj <- another ";1;"
CompAdj <- less "; 1 ; II

CompAdj <- smaller
CompAdj <- larger
CompAdj <- greater
CompAdj <- more "; 1; II

Num <- zero 11;1;11
Num <- one n;l;"
Num <- two n;l;11
Num <- ten n;l;11
XXXPrep <- out ";1;"
Prep <- at n;l;11
Prep <- to n;l;"
Prep <- in ";1;"

;2;)11
;2;)"
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Prep <- before n;I;11
Adv <- as before "(ADV-IDIOM ;1; ;2;)"
Prep <- from n;l;"
Prep <- by ";1;"
Prep <- of 1t;1;"
Prep <- for ";1;"
Prep <- up thru "UPTHRU"
Cop <- is n;l;"
Cop <- are n;l;11
Cop <- be 1';1;'·
Cop <- was ";l;n
Cop <- were n;l;"
Aux <- will ";1;"
Aux <- should ";1;"
Mea <- spot u i 1;"
Mea <- spots 'iI;I;"
Mea <- space n;l;"
Mea <- spaces n;l;"
PN <- everything ";1;"
N <- number n;l;"
N <- numbers ";1;"
N <- digit ";1;"
N <- digits ";1;"
N <- step u;l;"
N <- steps It; 1; It

N <- answer n;l;"
N <- lef t "; 1;"
N <~ right. n;l;11
N <- sum n;l;"
N <- total n;l;"
N <- bar n;l;"
XXXN <- space u;l;tI
N <- column nt-lin
N <- columns ";l;ff
N <- top it; 1; "
Pro <- something ";1;"
Pro <- it u;l;"
Pro <- you u;l;"
Pro <- they ";1;"
Dem <- this ";1;"
Dem <- that ";1;11
Dem <- there n;l;"
Poss <~ of Ujl;"
Conj <- and n;l;"
Conj <- or n;l;"
RCj <- that ";1;"
RCj <- which ";1;"
Rpro <- what u;l;"
Rprol <- where 11;1;"
Rprol <- when ";1;"
Pro <- this if; 1; II

Dem <- t.hose n;l;"
Dem <- these n;l;1t
CompConj <- than "; 1;"
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Appendix 3. Parsing Demerit Classes

This appendix gives the remaining demerit classes not included in the
text of Section 1.4.

IMP!-SEQ (136)
(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE!-UNTIL

(IMPERATIVE SEQUENCE
(VP!+Advs looking (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs spot the next» down)
(Shortform adding)
(Shortform remembering»

(Subj!+Verb (NP!+Adjs bar a) appears»

Again the grammar is redundant. Any sentence that parses with one
imperative distributed over several verbs (literally 'you do this do
that and do the other thing') will also parse as one compound sentence
composed of individual imperatives (literally 'you do this, you do that,
and you do the other thing'). Our robot can handle only the latter, so
the former is rejected by the postparser.

IMP!-AND (94)
(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE!-UNTIL

(SEQUENCE
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs looking (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs spot the next» down)
(IMPERATIVE and

(Shortform adding)
(Shortform remembering»)

(Subj!+Verb (NP!+Adjs bar a) appears»

This is exactly the same as IMP-SEQ except the connective is 'and'
instead of 'SEQUENCE'. Typically this really means a sequence of two
items in sequence rather than more than two, but the parser can not
distinguish between 'and' used to make a sequence and 'and' used to
form a Boolean expression, so this case is treated separately from
'SEQUENCE' in all cases.

TVed!+NP (25)
(IMPERATIVE SEQUENCE

(VP!+Advs refer back
(PrepPh to
(NP!~Rpro1!+S when

(DECLARE Subj!+Verb you
(VP!+Advs looked (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs spot the bottom»»»)

(VP!+Advs looked (Num!+Mea one space) (PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)
(TVed!+NP wrote (NP!+Adjs zero a»)

This demerit class may be conSidered redundant since in our corpus it
never occurs in isolation. Here it appears in conjunction with
IMP-SEQ. The gist of this demerit is that the past tense of a verb
'looked' is used as an imperative. i.e., 'Looked one space to the left.'
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SEQI-INI-AND (38)
(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs refer back

(PrepPh to
(NPI=Rpro11+S when

(DECLARE Subjl+Verb you
(and (SEQUENCE

(VPI+Advs looked (PrepPh at (NP1+Adjs spot the bottom»)
(VP !+AdITS looked

(Numl+Mea one space)
(PrepPh to (NP1+Adjs left the»»

(TVedl+NP wrote (NP1+Adjs zero a»»»)

This is simply a case of incorrect association when parsing the idiom
'A Band C'. The correct parse. at least the one accepted by the
postparser and robot, is 'A (B and C)' instead of '(A B) and C'. The
correct parse gets flattened to a simple sequence. i.e•• 'A B C'.

IMPDEC (19)
(DOl-UNTIL

(and (IMPERATIVE TV1+NP write (NP1+Adjs space a»
(IMPERATIVE VP I+Advs look

(Numl+Mea one space)
(PrepPh to (NP1+Adjs right the»»

(SEQUENCE
(DECLARE Subjl+Verb you (TV1+NP see (or (NP!+Adjs number a nonzero) you»)
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP reach (NP!+Adjs column the rightmost»»

This is a special case of MlXED1-MODE which predated the general case and
has not yet been purged from our program.

IMPER!-BAD1-TENSE (14)
(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs

(Copl+NP (Auxl+AdIT1+Cop will only be) (NP1+Adjs digit one»
(Dadvl= there»

This is similar to TVed+NP, except here the future tense instead of a
present participle is being used in an imperative. The correct parse
is to have the demonstrative adverb 'there' as the subject of the
sentence, in the 'there is' idiom but in future tense. instead of as
an adverb modifying an imperatilTe.

IMPERATIVE-IN-ANTECEDENT (11)

All the instances of this demerit in our corpus occur in conjunction with
several other demerits; thus we have no good examples to illustrate it.
It is self-explanatory, an imperatilTe in the antecedent of an 'If •• , then
•••• ' sentence. ImperatilTes can be in consequents, while only
declaratives are supposed to be in antecedents.
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WORSE!-GROUPING (11)
(IF

(DECLARE Subj!+Verb it (Cop!+NP is (NP!+Adjs number a»)
(SEQUENCE

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs
(TV!+NP add it)
(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs total the»
(Adv!+Adv so far»

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea two spots) down»)

Here 'two spots down' is treated as two separate adverbs 'two spots'
and 'down' modifying the verb 'look'. The correct parse is to have
'two spots' modifying the adverb 'down' using the Adv+Adv production.

(IF
(DECLARE Subj!+Verb it (Cop!+NP is (NP!+Adjs number a»)
(SEQUENCE

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs
(TV!+NP add it)
(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs total the»
so
far)

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Adv!+Adv (Num!+Mea two spots) down»»

Here the adverbs 'so' and 'far' are treated as separately modifying
the verb 'add'. The correct parse has 'so' modifying 'far' using the
Adv+Adv production.

DECL!-VERB!-SEQ2 (9)
(DO!-UNTIL

(and (IMPERATIVE TV!+NP write (NP!+Adjs space a»
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs right the»»
(DECLARE Subj!+Verb you

(SEQUENCE (TV!+NP see (or (NP!+Adjs number a nonzero) you»
(TVl+NP reach (NP!+Adjs column the rightmost»»)

The thing that is really wrong with this parse is that 'you' is being
treated as part of a compound object underneath the 'or' instead of
being brought up to the level of the declarative. The correct parse
for that part of the sentence is

(or (DECLARE Subj!+Verb you (TVl+NP see ••• »
(DECLARE Subj!+Verb you (TV!+NP reach ••• »)

But another more subtle error is that a connective is needed whenever
a compound verb is used in a declarative. That is, you say 'If you see a
nonzero digit or reach the rightmost column, then ••• '. If the 'or' is
left out, the sentence becomes nonsense 'If you see a nonzero digit reach
the rightmost column, then .,.', in fact it may even parse as a digit
reaching a column instead of you reaching a column. It turns out this
subtle error is easier for the postparser to check for, so that is what
it does here. It demerits any declarative with the object of its
transitive verb being an implicit sequence (no conjunction),
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(
TVI+SI-INI-CONTINUEUNTIL (6)
(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE I-UNTIL

(TVI+S remembering
(and (IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs

looking
(PrepPh at (NPl+Adjs spot the next»
down)

(IMPERATIVE Shortform adding»)
(Subjl+Verb (NPl+Adjs bar a) appears»

The production TV+S allows a transitive verb to take a sentence as its
object, such as 'continue looking down and adding', with ·the proviso
that the parser thinks present participles are valid verbs of imperative
sentences. We demerit the use of this construction when we are already
inside a 'Continue '" until •••• ' idiom.

(IMPERATIVE
(IMPERATIVE

CONTINUEI-SAME)
VPl+Advs looking
(PrepPh at (NPI+Adjs spot the next» down)

(IMPERATIVE Shortform adding)
(IMPERATIVE Shortform remembering»

Subj!+Verb (NPI+Adjs bar a) appears»(DECLARE

CONTINUEI-SAME (41)
(DOl-UNTIL

(SEQUENCE

(

Any sentence that parses with the CONTINUE-UNTIL idiom (continue x y
and z until w) will also parse in this Strange way where the single
word 'continue' is one of the things to be repeated (c x y and z until
w). Perhaps the production that allows 'continue' by itself to be a
sentence should be flushed.

! .'
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Appendix 4. Translation Grammar

Here are the specs for the table-driven translator. The general form
of each production is:

<MODE> <INPUT> <OUTPUT>
where <MODE> is the syntactic class the translator is looking for
(unlike the parser, ·the translator always knows what class it is
looking for, and thus does not have to do any backtracking), <INPUT> is
the structure it is looking for, and <OUTPUT> is the structure it will
generate in that case. Inside each <INPUT> specification, a name
inside square brackets means that anything at all may appear there but
will be assumed to be of that syntactic class, while a name appearing
normally (not in brackets) means exactly that atom must appear in the
<INPUT>. Inside each <OUTPUT> specification, a name inside square
brackets means to replace it with the result returned from recursive
evaluation of the sub-structure from the <INPUT> that matched it,
while a name appearing normally (not in brackets) means exactly that
atom will appear in the output.

All structure (parenthesis, spaces and dots) are taken literally as
structure to decompose (in the <INPUT> part) or build (in the <OUTPUT>
part). Thus:

FOO (Subj+Verb [BAZ) walk. [GAR) (WALKER [GAR) [BAZ)
means that any expression with CAR equal to 'Subj+Verb and CADDR equal
to 'walk' will be matched, that it will be decomposed with BAZ bound to
the CADR and GAR bound to the CADDDR, that BAZ and GAR will be further
processed according to their individual specs (recursively inside this
processing for FOO) with the corresponding variables being rebound to
their results, and finally a new structure will be built with 'WALKER'
as the CAR and the results of the GAR and BAZ processing for the CADR·
and CADDR respectively.

Sometimes a part of the resultant expression must be computed by
something more complicated than simple pattern-matching, followed by
structure decomposition, followed by structure building. In such cases
we use a special notation below to indicate applying a special
translate-time function to some argument that came from the structure
decomposition. Whenever the CAR of an expression in the
structure-building part of the spec is exactly!! (this is a single
exclamation mark inside LISP, except it must be quoted, hence it
appears doubled in the input file), either at the toplevel or down any
combination of CAR and CDR paths, the CADR from that point is the name
of a function (rather than an atom to be literally put in output) and
the remaining elements of that list are the arguments to it. Each
argument is recursively evaluated in the way defined here (rather than
by EVAL). Here is an example:

(..

EXITC (Subj+Verb this (Cop+NP is [NOUN))
«!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-DBJECT)
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When the program is looking for an [EXITC] and it sees anything of the
form (Subj+Verb this (Cop+NP is *», it binds NOUN to the CADDR of
the CADDR of the expression, then calls the function T2-REC with
first argument the atom NOUN-TO-PREDICATE and second argument the
value of NOUN, then returns the expression (res DEFAULT-DBJECT) where
res is the result of that evaluation.

Note that this is a strict precedence grammar. Within any group of
productions according to a particular <MODE>, earlier productions take
precedence over any later productions. Only the first matching <INPUT>
is acted upon, and its corresponding <OUTPUT> used to generate output.

The first line below is a header line identifying the three fields of
each rule. Then follow the individual rules.

WANT SEE (pattern to match&decompose) TRANSLATE-TO (semantics)

CONDITl [CONDIT]
CONDIT2 [CONDIT]

[CONDIT]
[CONDIT]

CONDIT
CONDIT

(DECLARE [EXITC])
(or [CONDITl] [CONDIT2])

[EXITC]
(OR [CONDIT l] [CONDIT2])

EXlTC

EXITC

( EXlTC

EXITC

EXITC

EXITC

EXITC

EXITC

(Subj+Verb this (Cop+NP is [NOUN]»
« II T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-QBJECT)

(Subj+Verb [NOUN] appears)«II T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(Subj+Verb it (Cop+NP is [NOUN]»

« II T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(Subj+Verb you (TV+NP reach [NOUN]»

« II T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN]) DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(Subj+Verb you (TV+NP see (or [NOtlJ!ll] [NOUN2]»)

(OR (II TZ-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [NOUNl])
(II T2-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [NOUN2]»

(Subj+Verb you (TV+NP see [NOUN]»
(II T2-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [NOUN])

(Subj+Verb [NOUNl] (Cop+AdjP is Comparative [COMP] [NOUN2]»
«II T2-REC COMP-TO-PREDICATE [COMP]) [NOUNl] [NOUN2])

(Subj+Verb [NOUNl] (VP+Advs appears (PrepPh [TIMEREL] [NOUN2]»)
« I I T2-REC TIMEREL-TO"'PREDICATE [TIMEREL]) [NOUNl] [NOUN2])

SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT

SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT

SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT

ADV (Dadv~ here)
ADV now
ADV again
ADV (Adv+Adv so

,

(INTERSECT-QBJECT--GUES [ASISl] [ASIS2])
(AND (I I T2-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [AS IS l])

(!I T2-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [ASIS2]»
(NOT [AS IS ] )
(NOT (II T2-REC SEENOUN-TO-CONDIT [ASIS]»
[AS IS]
«! I T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [ASIS]) DEFAULT-QBJECT)

DUNZELL
DUNZELL
DUNZELL

far) DUNZELL
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MOVER you

( COMP (less than)

ROBOT

LESSP

DISTANCE
DISTANCE
DISTANCE

(Num+Mea one spot)
(Num+Mea one space)
(Num+Mea two spots)

(DISTANCE 1)
(DISTANCE 1)
(DISTANCE 2)

(NP+Adjs number a nonzero)
(INTERSECT-QBJECT-GUES NUMBER (NOT 0»

(N+rclause [NOUN] (that [MOVER] [VERB] THAT&SLOT»
(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER] [VERB]

(II T2-REC ANYIFY [NOUN]»

(NP+Adjs number the first) OLDEST-NUMBER
(NP+Adj s number the top)

(INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»
(NP+Adjs number the bottom)

(INTERSECT-GUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»

(NP+Adjs digit the tens) (TENS-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(NP+Adjs digit the ones) (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(NP+Adjs digit the singles) (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

(NP+Adjs digit one) (NUMBER-OF-DIGITS 1)

(NP+Adjs column the [ADJ] ) [ADJ]

previous
rightmost

NOT-LAST
RIGHTMOST

BAR
SPACE
o
1
NUMBER

DEFAULT-QBJECT
10
o

DEFAULT-SUM
DEFAULT-SUM
DEFAULT-NUMBER
DEFAULT-NUMBER
DEFAULT-NUMBER
DEFAULT-LOCATION
TOP

[NOUN]
[NOUN]

[NOUN]
[NOUN]

it
ten
zero

(NP+Adjs bar a)
(NP+Adjs space a)
(NP+Adjs zero a)
(NP+Adjs one a)
(NP+Adjs number a)

(NP+Adjs sum the)
(NP+Adjs total the)
(NP+Adjs number the)
(NP+Adjs number this)
(NP+Adjs answer the)
(NP+Adjs spot this)
(NP+Adj s top the)

ADJ
ADJ

NOUN 1
NOUN 2

NOUN
NOUN
NOUN

NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN

NOUN
NOUN

C
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN.
NOUN

NOUN

NOUN
NOUN

NOUN

NOUN
NOUN
NOUN

NOUN

NOUN

NOUN

(
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(NP=RelClause [MOVER] [VERB] what)
(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER] [VERB] ANY-DBJECT)

(NP+Poss+NP [NOUNI] of [NOUN2])
«!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-FUNCTION [NOUNI]) [NOUN2])

NOUNSET (NP+Adjs numbers these two) (DEFAULT-DBJECT-GUES 2 NUMBER)

STEPREFI
STEPREF2

[STEPREF)
[STEPREF)

[STEPREF)
[STEPREF)

STEPREF
STEPREF
STEPREF
STEPREF

(NP+Adjs step the latest)
(NP+Adjs step that)
(NP+Adjs step the (Adv+Adj
(NP+Adjs steps those)

LATEST-STEP
MARKED-STEP

most recent»
MARKED-STEP

LATEST-STEP

(

OSTEPS (IMPERATIVE
VP+Advs (TV+NP doing everything)
(PrepPh from [STEPREFI)
(PrepPh UPTHRU [STEPREF2)) (STEPS-BETWEEN [STEPREF1) [STEPREF2)

OSTEPS (SEQUENCE. [ASIS)
(ROBOT-DID (SEQUENCE. (!! CLAUSES-TO-KEYS [ASIS))

DECL-TL (Subj+Verb this (Cop+NP (Aux+cop will be) [NOUN))
«!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN) DEFAULT-DBJECT)

DECL-TL (Subj+Verb this (Cop+NP (Aux+cop should be) [NOUN))
«!! T2-REC NOuN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN) DEFAULT-DBJECT)

DECL-TL (Dadv+VP there (Cop+NP (Aux+Adv+Cop will only be)
(NP+Adjs digit [NUMBER))

(LEQ (NUMBER-DF-DIGITS DEFAULT-NUMBER) [NUMBER)
DECL-TL (Dadv+VP there (Cop+NP (Aux+Adv+Cop will only be) [NOUN))

«!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOuN]) DEFAULT-DBJECT)

NUMBER one I

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP
TOP

TOP

(DECLARE • [DECL-TL])

(ignore-then. [TOP])

(IF [CONDIT] [TOP)

(SEQUENCE. [LIST-TOP])
(and. [LIST-TOP])

(DO-UNTIL [TOP) [CONDIT])

(CHECK [DECL-TL).

[TOP]

(IF (!! T2-REC UNCHECK [CONDIT]) [TOP)

(SEQUENCE • [LIST-TOP)
(SEQUENCE • [LIST-TOP])

(DO-UNTIL [TOP) [CONDIT)

TOP (IMPERATIVE CONTINUE-UNTIL [OSTEPS) [EXITC)
(CONTINUE-UNTIL [OSTEPS) [EXITC)

(

TOP

TOP

(IMPERATIVE TV+NP write [NOUN)
(WRITE-DUT [NOUN)

(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP write [NOUN) [ADV)
(!! T2-REC MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION

«WRITE-Dur [NOUN]) [ADV]»
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(IMPERATIVE TV+NP (TV-IDIOM write out)
[NOUN] )

(WRlTE-0UT [NOUN])

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs
(TV+NP (TV-IDIOM write out) [NOUN])
(PrepPh in [WRITEIN]))

(!! T2-REC MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION
{(WRITE-0UT [NOUN J) [WRITEINJ))

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs
(TV+NP (TV-IDIOM write out) [NOUN])
(PrepPh to [WRITETO]))

(!! T2-REC MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION
«WRITE-0UT [NOUN]) [WRITETO]))

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs
(TV+NP (TV-IDIOM write out) [NOUN])
[ADV] )

{!! PROGN (! I T2-REC VERIFY-DUNZELL [ADV])
(WRITE-0UT [NOUN]))

,
:]

(

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

WHATSPOT
WHATSPOT

{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look {PrepPh at (NP+Adjs spot the [WHATSPOT])))
(LOOK [WHATSPOT])

{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at [NOUN])
(LOOK-AT [NOUN])

{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look
(AdV+Adv [DISTANCE] [DIRECTION]»)

(LOOK-DIRDIS [DIRECTION] [DISTANCE])
{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look

(PrepPh at (NP+Adjs spot the next))
[DIRECTION] )

(LOOK-DIRDIS [DIRECTION] 1)
{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look

(PrepPh at [NOUN])
[DIRECTION] )

{SEQUENCE (LOOK [DIRECTION])
(CHECK ({I! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN])

DEFAULT-0BJECT»))
{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look

[DISTANCE]
(PrepPh to (NP+Adjs [SIMPLEDIR] the»))

(LOOK-DIRDIS [SIMPLEDIR] [DISTANCE])
{IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look

[DIRECTION]
(PrepPh at (NP+Adjs spot the next)))

(LOOK-DIRDIS [DIRECTION] 1)

bottom BOTTOM
(Split-Adj+Loc top

{PrepPh in (NP+Adjs column the
{PrepPh to (NP+Adjs left the)))))

(INTERSECT-LOCATION-CUES TOP LEFTWARD)
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(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look
[DIRECTION]
(PrepPh at [NOUN]»

(SEQUENCE (LOOK [DIRECTION])
(CHECK «!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-PREDICATE [NOUN])

DEFAULT-GBJECT»)
TOP (IMPERATIVE.VP+Advs look

[LOCATION] [ADV])
(!! PROGN (!! T2-REC VERIFY-DUNZELL [ADV))

(LOOK [LOCATION]»

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP-Hl.dvs (TViNP add [NOUNl])
(PrepPh to [NOUN2]»

(ADD [NOUNl] [NOUN2])
TOP (IMPERATIVE VP-Hl.dvs (TV-tNP add [NOUNSET])

[ADV] )
(!! PROGN (!! t2-REC VERIFY-DUNZELL [ADV])

(ADD-SET [NOUNSET]»
TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV-tNP add [NOUNl])

(PrepPh to [NOUN2])
[ADV] )

(!! PROGN (!! T2-REC VERIFY-DUNZELl, [ADV])
(ADD [NOUN l] [NOUN 2,1 »

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TViNP subtract [NOUNl]) (PrepPh from [NOUN2]»
(SUBTRACt [NOUNI] [NOUN2])

TOP (IMPERATIVE VP-Hl.dvs (TV-tNP multiply [NOUNI]) (PrepPh by [NOUN2]»
(MULTIPLY [NOUN I] [NOUN2])

(
TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

(IMPERATIVE TViNP remember [NOUN])
(REMEMBER [NOUN])

(IMPERATIVE TV-tNP ignore [NOUN])
(IGNORE [NOUN])

(IMPERATIVE TViNP forget [NOUN])
(FORGET [NOUN])

(IMPERATIVE VP-Hl.dvs refer back (PrepPh to [BACKTO]»
(REFER-BACK-TO [BACKTO])

VERB
VERB

(TV+Adv remembered (PrepPh from [NOUN]»
remembered

(REMEMBER-FROM [NOUN])
REMEMBER

TIMEREL before

DIRECTION
DIRECTION

(NP+Adjs [SIMPLEDIR] the)
[S IMPLEDIR]

BEFORE

[S IMPLEDIR]
[SIMPLEDIR]

SIMPLEDIR
SIMPLEDIR
SIMPLEDIR
SIMPLEDIR

left
right
down
up

LEFTWARD
RIGHTWARD
DOWNWARD
UPWARD

\ ..

ADJ (Split-Adj+Loc next (PrepPh to [DIRECTION]» [DIRECTION]
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DEFAULT-LOCATION

DOWNWARD

WRITETO (NP+Poss+NP [DIRECTION) of [NOUN])
(INTERSECT-CUES (LOCATION [DIRECTION]) (OBJECT [NOUN]»

WRITETO [DIRECTION)· [DIRECTION)

BACKTO (NP=Rprol+S when [BACKWHEN) (WHEN [BACKWHEN)

BACKWHEN (DECLARE Subj+Verb you [WHENYOU) (ROBOT-DID [WHENYOU]).

WHENYOU

WHENYOU

WHENYOU

(SEQUENCE. [STEPSREF)
(SEQUENCE. (II CLAUSES-tO-KEYS [STEPSREF]»

(and. [STEPSREF)
(SEQUENCE. (II CLAUSES-tO-KEYS [STEPSREF))

[STEPIREF) (11 CLAUSE-tO-KEYS [STEPIREF)

STEPSREF

STEPIREF

[AS IS)

[AS IS)

[AS IS ]

[ASIS)

(

NOUN-TO-PREDICATE
NOUN-TO-PREDICATE
NOUN-TO-PREDICATE
NOUN-TO-PREDICATE
NOUN-TO-PREDICATE
NOUN-TO-PREDICATE

VERIFY-DUNZELL

NUMBER
BAR
SPACE
ZERO
o
RIGHTMOST

DUNZELL

NUMBERP
HARP
SPACEP
ZEROP
ZEROP
RIGHTMOSTP

DUNZELL

NOUN-TO-FUNCTION
NOUN-TO-FUNCTION

TOP TOP-OF
(ONES-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER) ONES-DIGIT-QF

TIMEREL-TO-PREDICATE BEFORE BEFOREP

ANYIFY DEFAULT-NUMBER ANY-NUMBER

COMP-TO-PREDICATE LESSP LESSP

MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION
MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION

UNCHECK (CHECK [ASIS])
UNCHECK [ASIS]

([ASIS) DUNZELL)
[AS IS)

[AS IS]
[ASIS]

[ASIS)
(ACTION-AT-LOCATION • [ASIS)

ASISI
ASIS2

[ASIS] [ASIS]
[ASIS] [AS IS]

ASIS -- Whatever is here, feed directly to the function as is.
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Appendix 5. On Translating Idioms

Below are three mini-documents describing various aspects of using
the table-driven translator to pick apart idiomatic parsed English and
determine the true meaning (semantics), then to formulate this in

. operator language. Whereas the descriptions of the table-driven
translator given earlier give information about the internal workings
of the translator and the way it interprets the table of production
rules it uses, thus describing the device (translator) itself, here we
describe the practice of using the translator, how to make use of that
device for handling idiomatic English.

Here is an example of an English sentence, followed by its parse:

Continue doing everything from that step up through the latest step,
until you see a bar.

(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE-UNTIL
(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs

(TV+NP doing everything)
(PrepPh from (NP+Adjs step that»
(PrepPh UPTHRU (NP+Adjs step the latest»)

(Subj+Verb you (TV+NP See (NP+Adjs bar a»»

The correct way to translate this is first to recognize the top-level
structure

(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE-UNTIL <1> <2»

as the framework for a CONTINUE-UNTIL loop, then to recognize that
substructure <1> has the form

(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP doing <3» (PrepPh from <4» (PrepPh UPTHRU <5»)

which is something like an idiomatic English expression. Inside that,
<3> is atomic while <4> and <5> are analyzed for semantic content
as nounS or noun phrases (referred to hereafter in this appendix
simply as nouns, which is also following the usage of the translation
grammar, given in Appendix 4). Also <2> is be recognized as

(Subj+Verb you (TV+NP see <6»)

which is another idiomatic expression in this problem domain. Inside
it, <6> is again analyzed for semantic content as a noun, except it is
then converted into a predicate, i.e •• what the robot "sees" is tested
for bar-ness. That is, the English idiom 'you see a bar' is converted
to the form 'the beheld/default object has the property of being a
bar', thence to the form 'default-object satisfies bar-property' ,
which in operator language becomes '(BARP DEFAULT-oBJEGT)'. In
operator language 'that step' always becomes 'MARKED-STEP', i.e., the
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step that was marked by the preceding command to the robot ('Refer
back to when you •••• ). The rest of translation to operator language
is obvious, i.e., about what one would expect. Putting all the pieces
together, the above sentence translates to:

( CONTINUE-UNTIL
(STEPS-BETWEEN MARKED-STEP LATEST-STEP)
(BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT»

Here are some more examples of how translation occurs on idioms in a
top-down fashion. The parsed-English noun phrase

(N+rdause (NP-M.djs number the) (that you remembered THAT&SLOT»

contains one major concept

(N+rclause <1> (that <2> <3> THAT&SLOT»

i.e., the something that somebody did Some action to earlier, containing
three minor concepts within it, the identities of the something, and
the somebody and the name of the action performed. This noun phrase

(NP+Poss+NP (NP+Adjs digit the singles) of (NP+Adjs answer the»

contains one major concept

(NP+Poss+NP (NP+Adjs digit the singles) of <1»

which is essentially a function SINGLES-DIGIT-QF, with one minor concept
within it, the argument to that function. Actually the translator
handles this as a general case, i.e.

(NP+Poss+NP <1> of <2»

where <1> is a noun that refers to some part of the reference of
another noun <2>, as ~top of .••• ' or 'inside of ••• ' etc. After
translating <1> and <2> separately qua nouns, <1> is converted into
a function which is then applied to <2>, thus 'top of Everest' would
become '(TOP-QF EVEREST)'.

Here are all the relevant productions for translating the above two
sentence fragments, not just at the top level as described above but
all the way down to the atomic names of things. Notice how in the
productions below each level recognizes exactly one level of idiom or
sentence structure.

NOUN (NP+Poss+NP [NOUN 1) of [NOUN2)
({!! T2-REC NOUN-TO-FUNCTION [NOUNl)) [NOUN2))

This is the top-level production, which recognizes the ' ••• of '
fragment, treats the two parts as NOUNl and NOUN2, i.e., both as NOUNs,
then converts NOUNl to a function, then returns a structure whereby
that function is applied to NOUN2 at runtime.
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These two productions merely identify NOUNI and NOUN2 as NOUNs.

NOUN (NP+Adjs digit the singles) (ONES-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

This production recognizes the first noun gestalt. If this appeared
normally, that is if the user asked the robot just for 'the singles
digit', it would be assumed to mean 'the singles digit of the default
number', hence the complicated semantics.

NOUN (NP+Adjs answer the) DEFAULT-NUMBER

This production recognizes the second noun. In our problem domain, the
ansWer is always a number, and the program cannot tell the difference
between any arbitrary number and the correct number to be the answer,
so when we ask for 'the answer' it just gives uS the default number
and assumes that is the correct anSWer.

NOUN-TO-FUNCTION (ONES-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER) ONES-DIGIT-QF

This is the production for converting the first noun, the one specifying
a part in a generic way, into a function, which will return that part of
whatever argument is given to it at runtime.

Before showing the productions used by the second example, here is a
complete indented trace of how the above productions are used in
translating the first example.

NOUN = (NP+Poss+NP (NP+Adjs digit the singles) of (NP+Adjs answer the»
Syntax = (NP+Poss+NP [NOUN 1] of [NOUN2)
Bindings = «NOUNI NP+Adjs digit the singles)

(NOUN2 NP+Adjs answer the»
NOUNI = (NP+Adjs digit the singles)

Syntax = [NOUN)
Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs digit the singles»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs digit the singles)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs digit the singles)
Semantics = (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)
== (ONES-DIGIT-QF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

Results = «NOUN ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER»
Semantics = [NOUN]
== (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

NOUN2 = (NP+Adjs answer the)
Syntax = [NOUN)
Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs ansWer the»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs anSWer the)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs answer the)
Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER
== DEFAULT-NUMBER

Results = «NOUN. DEFAULT-NUMBER»
Semantics = [NOUN)
== DEFAULT-NUMBER
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Results = ({NOUN1 ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER) (NOUN2 • DEFAULT-NUMBER»
Semantics = ({! T2-REC NOUN-TO-FUNCTION [NOUN1]) [NOUN2])
NOUN-TO-FUNCTION = (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

Syntax = (ONES-DIGIT-OF DEFAULT-NUMBER)
Semantics = ONES-DIGIT-OF
== ONES-DIGIT-DF

== (ONES-DIGIT-DF DEFAULT-NUMBER)

Now here are the productions used for translating the second example:

NOUN {N+rclause [NOUN] (that [MOVER] [VERB] THAT&SLOT»
{SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER] [VERB]

(!! T2-REC ANYIFY [NOUN]»

This is the top-level production, recognizing the major idiom as
described above.

NOUN (NPtAdjs number the) DEFAULT-NUMBER

This production is obvious.

MOVER you ROBOT

When speaking to the robot, 'you' always refers to the robot.

Verbs are normalized into infinitive case when translating.
( VERB

ANYIFY

remembered

DEFAULT-NUMBER ANY-NUMBER

REMEMBER

(:

This production converts a noun to generic form, thus a NUMBER kind of
thing is converted to the generic form ANY-NUMBER. At runtime, the
program looks for any number consistent with the rest of the search
request, in this case the robot remembering something.

Now here is the indented trace for this example:

NOUN = {N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered THAT&SLOT»
Syntax = {N+rclause [NOUN] (that [MOVER] [VERB] THAT&SLOT»
Bindings = ({NOUN NP+Adjs number the)

(MOVER • you)
(VERB. remembered»

NOUN = (NPtAdjs number the)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs number the)
Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER
== DEFAULT-NUMBER

MOVER = you
Syntax = you
Semantics = ROBOT
== ROBOT
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VERB = remembered
Syntax = remembered
Semantics = REMEMBER
== REMEMBER

Results = «NOUN. DEFAULT-NUMBER) (MOVER. ROBOT) (VERB. REMEMBER»
Semantics = (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER] [VERB] (! T2-REC ANYIFY [NOUN]»
ANYIFY = DEFAULT-NUMBER

Syntax = DEFAULT-NUMBER
Se~ntics = ANY-NUMBER

• == ANY-NUMBER
== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)

The following example illustrates the way idioms are recognized
in a gestalt manner even though the words and structural keys in
the parsed-English version of the idiom may be scattered around at
different levels of structure and with nonconstant sub-expressions
scattered between the recognized (constant) parts. We show first the
original English sentence, then the parsed-English data structure.
Then we show the complete prettyprinted (indented) trace of execution
of the translator when given this data structure. Comments in square
brackets are inserted to explain what is happening and to emphasize
.the places where major idiomatic recognition is occurring. Uses of the
extra pass through the translator are also noted in square brackets.

'If this number is less than the number you remembered, then look
at the bottom number, look one spot to the left, write a one here,
and look one spot to the right.'

(IF (DECLARE Subj!+Verb (NP!+Adjs number this)
(Cop!+AdjP is Comparative (less than)

(N!+rclause (NP!+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT!&SLOT»»

(SEQUENCE
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs number the bottom»)
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one spot)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs (TV!+NP write (NP!+Adjs one a» (Dadv!= here»
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one spot)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the»»)

TOP = (IF (DECLARE Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs number this) (Cop+AdjP is Comparative
(less than) (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered
THAT&SLOT»» (SEQUENCE (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at
(NP+Adjs number the bottom») (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one
spot) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs left the») (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP
write (NP+Adjs one a» (Dadv= here» (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look
(Num+Mea one spot) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs right the»») .

Syntax = (IF [CONDIT] [TOP])

[At the top level, the structure (IF * *) always represents a
conditional expression, which is always translated in the same way.]
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Bindings = {{CONDIT DECLARE Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs number this) {Cop+AdjP is
Comparative (less than) {N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT&SLOT»»

{TOP SEQUENCE {IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look {PrepPh at (NP+Adjs
number the bottom») {IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one
spot) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs left the») {IMPERATIVE VP+Advs
{TV+NP write (NP+Adjs one a» (Dadv= here» {IMPERATIVE
VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one spot) {PrepPh to (NP+Adjs right
the»»)

CONDIT = (DECLARE Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs number this) {Cop+AdjP is
Comparative (less than) {N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT&SLOT»»

Syntax = (DECLARE. [EXITC])

[Declaratives are the standard thing to expect at this point. Here
only the DECLARE part is recognized. The various idioms are seen next.]

Bindings = ({EXITC Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs number this) (Cop+AdjP is
Comparative (less than) {N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT&SLOT»»)

EXITC = {Subj+Verb (NP+Adjs number this) (Cop+AdjP is Comparative
(less than) (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you
remembered THAT&SLOT»»

Syntax = {Subj+Verb [NOUNll (Cop+AdjP is Comparative [COMP] [NOUN2]»

[Here a rather large amount of structure, 4 atoms in a 3-level structure
are recognized. Note that although this prints as two levels of
parenthesis, the Cop+AdjP and the Comparative parts are at two levels
logically. But since Cop+Adjp always takes exactly two arguments, a
dotted pair instead of a list is used, causing the Comparative part to
be a tail rather than an element. In any case, this whole structure is
recognized as the idiom for comparing two quantities (NOUNs) using some
comparator. Here the comparator is 'less than' which appears as a
two-element list in the parse here.]

Bindings = ({NOUNI NP+Adjs number this)
(COMP less than)
(NOUN2 N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you
remembered THAT&SLOT»)

NOUNI = (NP+Adjs number this)

[NOUNl and NOUN2 are used instead of just NOUN to avoid ambiguity in
the semantics (output). Each merely passes the task to NOUN, and
thus uses the same part of the translation table.]

Syntax = [NOUN]
Bindings = {(NOUN NP+Adjs number this»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs number this)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs number this)

[The pair 'this number' is one of our common nOun phrases, for which we
have a canned interpretation as whatever number we are currently
concerned with.' We call this the DEFAULT-NUMBER.]
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Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER
== DEFAULT-NUMBER

Results = «NOUN. DEFAULT-NUMBER»
Semantics = [NOUN]
== DEFAULT-NUMBER

COMP = (less than)
Syntax ='(less than)

[The comparative 'less than' is converted to the standard LISP function
'LESSP' here. The interpreter we use calls O-LESSP which is a bit more
powerful than the normal LESSP in LISP, but we used the standard name
for metaphoric value, i.e. because the meaning is analagous.]

Semantics = LESSP
== LESSP

NOUN2 = (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered
THAT&SLOT»

Syntax = [NOUN]
Bindings = «NOUN N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you

remembered THAT&SLOT»)
NOUN = (N+rclause (NP+Adjs number the) (that you remembered

THAT&SLOT»
Syntax = (N+rclause [NOUN] (that [MOVER] [VERB] THAT&SLOT»

[Here we recognize another complicated idiom, 'the something that
somebody did some action upon'. We pick the expression apart to
identify the object being acted upon, the actor (mover), and the
action (verb).]

Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs number the)
(MOVER • you)
(VERB. remembered»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs number the)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs number the)

[This translates the same as above, but gets changed later by calling
the translator recursively a second time.]

Semantics = DEFAULT-NUMBER
== DEFAULT-NUMBER

MOVER = you
Syntax = you

[When talking to the robot, 'you' always refers to ROBOT.]

Semantics = ROBOT
== ROBOT

VERB = remembered
Syntax = remembered

[Past tense is converted to infinitive so it will match the step it is
referring to.]
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Semantics = REMEMBER
== REMEMBER

Results = «NOUN. DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(MOVER • ROBOT)
(VERB. REMEMBER»

Semantics = (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON [MOVER] [VERB] (I
T2-REC ANYIFY [NOUN]»

[Here is where we call T2-REC another time, to perform the ANYIFY
action on the object acted upon. Thus when we say 'the number acted
upon' it gets converted to essentially 'any number acted upon', thus
DEFAULT-NUMBER gets converted to ANY-N~lBER.]

ANYIFY = DEFAULT-NUMBER
Syntax = DEFAULT-NUMBER
Semantics c ANY-NUMBER
== ANY-NUMBER

== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)
Results = «NOUN SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER

ANY-NUMBER) )
Semantics = [NOUN]
== (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)

Results = «NOUNl • DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(COMP • LESSP)
(NOUN2 SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

Semantics = «I T2-REC COMP-TO-PREDICATE [COMP]) [NOUN1] [NOUN2])

[Here we call T2-REC again on the comparative, although in this case
it is redundant since LESSP is correct already.]

COMP-TO-PREDICATE = LESSP
Syntax = LESSP
Semantics = LESSP
== LESSP

== (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER
ANY-NUMBER) )

Results = «EXITC LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT
REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»)

Semantics = [EXITC]

[Note how the semantics are put together. The comparative converted to
a verb function is put first in the verb position, then the two
objects being compared are listed in the correct order. In most cases
the verb is a constant of the production being used, but here the
verb comes from the actual data as a variable; thus different verbs
may be generated here even though the production at this level is the
same.]

== (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER
ANY-NUMBER) )

TOP = (SEQUENCE (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs number the
bottom») (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (NumfMea one spot) (PrepPh
to (NP+Adjs left the») (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP write
(NP+Adjs one a» (Dadv= here» (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look
(NumfMea one spot) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs right the»»

Syntax = (SEQUENCE. [LIST-TOP])
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[Here a special rule is used, one that is built into the program.
LIST-TOP is a list of TOPs. The program maps down the elements of the
LIST-TOP performing TOP on each of them, then puts the results back
into a list. In the future we may modify the translator to have this aspect
table-driven too, i.e., include somewhere in the table a list of
LIST-x keywords and the corresponding x keywordS, or else assume
anything starting with LIST- is of this type.)

Bindings = «LIST-TOP (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs
number the bottom») (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea
one spot) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs left the») (IMPERATIVE
VP+Advs (TV+NP write (NP+Adjs one a» (Dadv= here»
(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one spot) (PrepPh to
(NP+Adjs right the»»)

LIST-TOP = «IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs number the
bottom»)

(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one spot) (PrepPh to
(NP+Adjs left the»)

(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP write (NP+Adjs one a»
(Dadv= here»

(IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one spot) (PrepPh to
(NP+Adjs right the»»

[Here is where the LIST-TOP magic list of TOPs starts.]

TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP+Adjs number the
bottom» )

Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (PrepPh at [NOUN))
Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs number the bottom»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs number the bottom)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs number the bottom)

[Here is another common form for which we have canned the correct answer.)

Semantics = (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»
== (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»

Results = «NOUN INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)
Semantics = (LOOK-AT [NOUN)
== (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)

TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one spot) (PrepPh to
(NP+Adjs left the»)

Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look [DISTANCE) (PrepPh to
(NP+Adjs [SIMPLEDIR) the»)

[Here is another complicated idiom, where the translator recognizes 7
atoms in a 3-level list all at once. The idea is 'look some distance
to some direction (from where you are currently looking).'. It
translates to a simple two-argument function LOOK-DIRDIS, thereby
collapsing 7 atoms in a messy structure into 1 atom which is a verb
taking two arguments.)

Bindings = «DISTANCE Num+Mea one spot) (SIMPLEDIR • left»
DISTANCE = (Num+Mea one spot)

Syntax = (Num+Mea one spot)
Semantics = (DISTANCE 1)
== (DISTANCE 1)
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SIMPLEDIR = left
Syntax = left
Semantics = LEFTWARD
== LEFTWARD

Results = «DISTANCE DISTANCE 1) (SIMPLEDIR • LEFTWARD»
Semantics = (LOOK-DIRDIS [SIMPLEDIR] [DISTANCE])
== (LOOK-DiRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP write (NP+Adjs one a» (Dadv= here»
Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs (TV+NP write [NOUN]) [ADV])
Bindings = «NOUN NP+Adjs one a) (ADV Dadv= here»

NOUN = (NP+Adjs one a)
Syntax = (NP+Adjs one a)
Semantics = 1
== 1

ADV = (Dadv= here)
Syntax = (Dadv= here)

[The word 'here' has no semantic content here, since 'here' is the default.
Normally ACTION-AT-LOCATION would move the cursor to the desired
location, do the action, and then move it back. But if the location is
"here", no motion there and back is needed, and the operation
collapses to a simple action whereby the usual verb is called
directly. 'DUNZELL' meanS 'a part that serves no useful function',
from a Startrek episode. We translate all useless items to this atom
so that later it is easy to check for useless items by simply
comparing to ths atom, which can be done by two production rules, one
that matches this atom and one that catches everything else.]

Semantics = DUNZELL
== DUNZELL

Results = «NOUN. 1) (ADV • DUNZELL»

[Here we have the results, the datum to be written out is the number 1
and the location is DUNZELL. Below we recognize the DUNZELL and
generate code for WRITE-GUT without the ACTION-AT-LOCATION around it.]

Semantics = (! T2-REC }1AY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION «WRITE-OUT
[NOUN]) [ADV]»

MAY-ACTION-AT-LOCATION = «WRITE-GUT 1) DUNZELL)
Syntax = ([ASIS] DUNZELL)

[Here we have recognized the DUNZELL atom.]

Bindings = «ASIS WRITE-GUT 1»
ASIS = (WRITE-OUT 1)

== (WRITE-OUT 1)
Results = «ASIS WRITE-GUT 1»

[And here we generate the raw action without the ACTION-AT-LOCATION
around it.]
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Semantics = [ASISl
== (WRITE-OUT 1)

== (WRITE-DUT 1)
TOP = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (NumtMea one spot) (PrepPh to

(NP+Adjs right the»)
Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look [DISTANCE] (PrepPh to
. . (NP+Adjs [SIMPLEDIR] the»)

[Here again we recognize this 7-atom idiom all at once.]

Bindings = «DISTANCE NumtMea one spot) (SIMPLEDIR • right»
DISTANCE = (Num+Mea one Spot)

Syntax = (Num+Mea one spot)
Semantics = (DISTANCE 1)
== (DISTANCE 1)

SIMPLEDIR = right
Syntax = right
Semantics = RIGHTWARD
== RIGHTWARD

Results = «DISTANCE DISTANCE 1) (SIMPLEDIR • RIGHTWARD»
Semantics = (LOOK-DIRDIS [SIMPLEDIR] [DISTANCE])
== (LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

== «LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-OUT 1)
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»)

[Here we have finished all the TOPs in the list (the LIST-TOP), and the
program now makes the list of results.]

Results = «LIST-TOP (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER)
(LOCATION BOTTOM») (LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-DUT 1) (LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»

[As per our next-to-top production rule, the atom SEQUENCE is tagged
onto the start to act as the verb. This acts like an LEXPR, i.e., it
takes an arbitrary number of arguments, each of which is evaluated.]

Semantics = (SEQUENCE. [LIST-TOP])
== (SEQUENCE (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION

BOTTOM») (LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE-OUT 1)
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»)

Results = «CONDIT LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT
REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

(TOP SEQUENCE (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER)
(LOCATION BOTTOM») (LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-OUT 1) (LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»

[Now we are finally at the top-level production, where one of the two
major sub-expressions is examined to make sure it is of the proper
form. (This is really a bug trap, since some productions are used to put
a CHECK in front of forms before passing them up to this level. Now
the CHECK should occur only when (DECLARE ••• ) occurs at the top
level, not inside an IF. This extra call to T2-REC with mode UNCHECK
makes sure CHECK does not appear here.]
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Semantics = (IF (! T2-REC UNCHECK [CONDIT]) [TOP])
UNCHECK = (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER

ANY-NUMBER) )
Syntax = [ASIS]
Bindings = «ASIS LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT

REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»)
ASIS = (LESSP DEFAuLT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER

ANY-NUMBER»
== (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER

ANY-NUMBER) )
Resuits = «ASIS LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT

REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»)
Semantics = [ASIS]
== (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

[Now at long last the program puts the top-level semantics together to
return the translation of the whole parsed-English sentence.]

== (IF (LESSP DEFAULT-NUMBER (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER
ANY-NUMBER» (SEQUENCE (LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER)
(LOCATION BOTTOM») (LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1» (WRITE-QUT
1) (LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»

[Here is the result prettyprinted for easier reading.]

(IF (LESSP DEFAULT!-NUMBER
(SOMETHING!-ACTED I-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANYl-NUMBER»

(SEQUENCE (LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION BOTTOM»)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(}ffiITE!-OUT 1)
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»»
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Appendix 6. Semantics of Operator-Language Atoms

This appendix lists each verb and actor, and describes the semantics
associated with each. After the name of the verb or actor we give a
concise English description of what it does, then describe its
arguments and how they are handled (recursively evaluated, passed to a
coercion routine, examined by case, etc.).

-- ACTORS --
These are syntactically like variables (names of data) in
operator languge, but actually are implemented as functions of zerO
arguments which return a datum. In some cases these are trivial,
merely fetching the value of a global variable, or even WOrse a
constant implemented as the value a global variable that never
changes. In others below, some nontrivial computation occurs such as
searching a database for an object of a desired type.

CURRENT-LOCATION
What is the current location, i.e. viewpoint?
Returns a 2-element list (COL ROW) assembled from two global variables.

SPACE
This returns a space-character datum. Its most common use is to
overprint some other character in order to erase it.

OLDEST-NUMBER
The number which .was remembered first, or the current number if none
were remembered.
This locates the oldest item on the memory stack which has the
property NUMBER. This number is returned, with its associated tags
being passed up too.

DEFAULT-SUM
This finds the most recent SUM, either the current object if it is a
SUM, or the most recently-remembered item with the SUM property. The
datum is returned, with its tags passed up too.

DEFAULT-NUMBER
This finds the most recent NUMBER, either the current object if it is a
NUMBER, or the most recently-remembered item with the NUMBER property.
The datum is returned, with its tags passed up too.

DEFAULT-DBJECT
This returns the most
object of attention.

recent object of any kind, usually the current
The datum is returned, with its tags passed up too.
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-- VERBS --
All the verbs in operator language are listed below, grouped
according to the way arguments are handled.

PSEUDO-ACTORS -- This verb is exactly like an actor, in that it
merely returns a datum, except it takes an arument and thus must be
implemented as an explicit function in operator language.

DEFAULT-NUMBERS
Find n most recent numbers.
This takes one argument which must be a number, which we call "n" here.
It searches the stack for the n most recent numbers and returns a list
of them. For example, if n is 2 and the current object of attention is
a number, it will return the list whose two elements are the current
object of attention and the most recently remembered number. The tags
NUMBER and LIST are also passed up_

The following verbs act exactly like EXPRs or LEXPRs, i.e., they
first check to make sure they have the right number of arguments if
that number is not variable, then each argument is recursively
evaluated, and only then does the main part of the function see the
(evaluated) arguments.

RIGHTMOSTP
Is the specified location somewhere in the rightmost column?
Takes one argument, recursively interpreted, to yield a location
specification which is a list of two elements (COL ROW), each of which
is an integer index into the arithmetic-example array. The ROW number
is ignored. If the COL (column) number is 1, TRUE is returned, else
FALSE is returned.

SUBTRACT
Subtract one number from another.
This takes two arguments, each of which is interpreted recursively.
The results are then coerced to be numbers. Reverse subtraction is
then done, i.e., the first argument is the subtrahend instead of the
minuend. The result is marked as a NUMBER and as a DIFFERENCE in case
somebody later asks to perform some operation upon the difference, and
the result of the (reverse-)subtraction is returned.

NOT
Logical negative of argument.
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted. The result
should be TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, FALSE is returned, if FALSE, TRUE is
returned, i.e., this function returns the opposite of what came up from
recursively interpreting its argument.

OR
Logical OR of arguments.
Each argument is recursively evaluated. If any returns TRUE, then TRUE
is returned, else FALSE is returned. Any arguments after the first
TRUE result are NOT evaluated.
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AND
Logical AND of arguments.
Each argument is recursively interpreted. If all return TRUE, then
TRUE is returned. If any returns FALSE, then FALSE is returned.
Arguments after the first FALSE are NOT evaluated.

MULTIPLY
Multiply two values together.
This takes two arguments, each of which is recursively evaluated
before anything else is done.
Next, each argument-result is passed through COERCE-TO-NUMBER, the two
values are then multiplied, and the result is flagged as a PRODUCT as
well as a NUMBER before returning.

ADD
Add two values together.
This takes two arguments, each of which is recursively evaluated
before anything else is done.
Next, each argument-result is passed through COERCE-TO-NUMBER, the tWo
values are then added, and the result is flagged as a SUM as
well as a NUMBER before returning.

ADD-SET
Add a list (set) of numbers together.
This takes one argument which is recursively evaluated to yield a
list. Each element of the list is then passed through
COERCE-TO-NUMBER, and PLUS is applied to the list. The result is
flagged as a SUM as well as a NUMBER, and returned.

NUM-LEQ
Boolean test, is one number less than or equal to another?
This takes two arguments, each of which is recursively interpreted.
The results are passed through COERCE-TO-NUMBER and compared. If the
first number is less than or equal to the second, TRUE is returned,
else FALSE is returned.

LESSP
Boolean test, is one number less than another?
This takes two arguments, each of which is recursively interpreted.
The results are passed through COERCE-TO-NUMBER and compared. If the·
first number is less than the second, TRUE is returned, else FALSE is
returned.

NUMBER-QF-DIGITS-OF
How many digits does a number have?
This takes one argument, which is recursively evaluated.
The result is passed through COERCE-TO-NUMBER. If the result is
negative, this is an error condition. Otherwise numbers from 0 thru 9
result in a result of I, 10 thru 99 a result of 2, and larger numbers
are not currently allowed.
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SPACEP
Is the argument a space character?
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
If the result is a space, TRUE is returned, else FALSE is returned.

ZEROP
Is the argument a zero?
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
If the result is a zero character or the number zero, TRUE is
returned, else FALSE is returned.

BMP
Is the argument a bar (hyphen) character?
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
If the result is a bar (hyphen), TRUE is returned, else FALSE is returned.

ONES-DIGIT-QF
Ones (units, rightmost) digit of a number.
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
The result is divided by ten and the remainder is returned.

TENS-DIGIT-QF
Tens digit of a number.
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
The result is divided by ten and the quotient is divided by ten again.
This neW remainder is returned.

NUMBERP
Is it a number?
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
If the result is either a number or a numerical digit, TRUE is returned,
else FALSE is returned.

CHECK
Check to make sure some boolean test is TRUE.
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
If it returns TRUE, all is ok, and this function returns OK. Otherwise
an error is signalled.

WRITE-QUT
Write some character out at the current location in the arithmetic
example array.
This takes one argument, which is recursively interpreted.
The result is passed through COERCE-TO-GHARACTER to yield the new
character. The current character in the current location in the
arithmetic example array is erased if not already blank, and the new
character is written in that location. OK is returned.

The following verbs ignore their arguments totally, in particular
they do not evaluate them because that might result in an error or
other unwanted side effect.
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DONE
Exit from a level of looping.
This takes no arguments. It does a THROW to a pending CATCH which is
just outside the innermost level of loop control. The effect is to
immediately abor~ the loop. No result is RETURNed, because this is a
nonlocal return, rather the result THROWn is the atom DONE.

IGNORE
This is a no-op except for printing out the message "Ok, I'll ignore
it." OK is returned.

The following verbs evaluate all or SOme of their arguments
recursively, but only after performing some nontrivial task. These are
analagous to special forms such as COND PROG DO PROGN et al in LISP.

LOOP
Repeat steps over and over again forevermore, except that a DONE
anywhere in this loop (except inside an inner loop) will cause this
loop to exit.
This takes an arbitraty number of arguments. not recursively
interpreted initially. Each is some expression to be recursively
evaluated in turn.
First a CATCH is set. Inside that CATCH the looping takes place. First
the firs·t argument is recursively interpreted, then the second, etc.
Then the arguments are repeated (recursively interpreted) again and
again etc. The only way out is for a THROW to occur, which is effected
by a DONE being executed somewhere inside one of the steps. If the
THROWn value is the atom DONE, OK is then returned, else an error occurs.

IF
Conditionally execute a command depending on whether a boolean
expression returns TRUE or FALSE.
This takes two arguments, the condition (boolean expression) and the
command to maybe execute.
The condition is recursively interpreted. If it returns TRUE the
command is executed, otherwise nothing happens. The command is usually
a SEQUENCE of individual commands, and the O-IF function is optimized
for this. If the steps were skipped, or if all steps in the sequence
execute successfully, OK is returned.

REMEMBER
Remember something for future reference.
This takes one argument, which is a form to recursively interpret.
The global G:FETCH:TAG is nulled out, then the form is recursively
interpreted. That global must be set by the recursive interpretation,
indicating what kind of result is being returned. The tag is augmented
by including properties that are implied by the given property or by
the argument itself, for example if it is a number then the NUMBER
property is included. Then the returned result and the augmented list
of tags (properties) is pushed on the stack. OK is returned.
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DO-UNTIL
Do a sequence of steps until some exit condition is satisfied.
This takes two arguments, neither recursively interpreted initially:

SEQ = a SEQUENCE of forms to recursively interpret, or a single form
(which is interpreted as a SEQUENCE of one form)

EXITC = a boolean test which will return TRUE when the loop should
be exited.

SEQ is passed through COERCE-TO-SEQUENCE-TAIL to force it to be a list
of steps instead of a single step, while EXITC is used as is. These
are passed to TRY-REPEAT-UNTIL-CS to create a trial loop and exit it
in trial mode.

SEQUENCE
Do a sequence of actions one after.another.
This takes an arbitrary number of arguments, which are recursively
interpreted in left-to-right order. Each should return OK, or else an
error is signalled. Finally, if the bottom of the list is reached
without any error, OK is returned.

This verb makes a quick check of its argument to make sure it is of
the correct form, then calls another function to perform coercion of
that argument before performing the main operation itself.

LOOK-AT
Look at Some place in the arithmetic-example array, that is relocate
your viewpoint there.
This takes one argument, not recursively intepreted, which specifies a
location somehow. Currently this argument must be of the form
(INTERSECT-CUES ••• ) whereby a list (set) of cues is given.
SPLIT-LOC-OBJ is called to separate these cues into location and
object cues. Location cues specify some direction directly, whereas
object cues specify a location implicitly by what kind of object is to
be found there. Currently there must be exactly one location cue. The
number of object cues may be any including zero.
For actual execution, first O-LOOK is called to perform the actual
motion according to the location cue, then the various object cues if
any are tested to verify the location is acceptable. If not
acceptable, this function bombs out with an error. OK is returned.

These call coercion routines immediately on the arguments, then
perform the main operation on the results.

LOOK-DIRDIS
Look in some direction by some number of array cells relative to before.
This takes two arguments, a direction and a distance. The direction is
passed thru COERCE-DIRECTION-TO-DEL-COLROW which returns a unit vector
in the correct direction. The distance is pass through
COERCE-DISTANCE-TO-NUMBER which returns an integer. The vector and the
number are multipled to get a new vector, which is the relative motion
vector. This is added to the current location to get the new location.
OK is returned if it succeeded.

· I
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ACTION-AT-LOCATION
Perform some action at some location. then return to the original location.
This takes two arguments. the action and the location.
LOCSPEC-TO-COLROW is called to convert the location specification into
a two-element list. (COL ROW). The current location is saved. then the
location is changed to (COL ROW). then the action is recursively
interpreted. then the location is restored to the saved value. Whatever
was returned by the action is passed up as the returned result.

LOOK
Look somewhere. i.e•• change the attention point.
This takes one argument which is not recursively evaluated.
This argument is passed to LOCSPEC-TO-COLROW to convert it into a
two-element list (COL ROW). The robot then sets its attention on the
location at these coordinates. OK is returned.

These verbs refer to earlier steps in the program (by keywords in all
but one case). either a mark at the start of the referred-to steps or
immediately making a loop out of the referred-to steps and executing it.

REFER-BACK-TO
Establish a label (reference point) on some earlier occurrance.
This takes one argument (not recursively interpreted) which is of a
special form: (WHEN (ROBOT-DID *» i.e. referring back to some action
of the robot. The spot shown as * is a list of keywords that specify
some action. or a SEQUENCE of such keyword-lists. This subexpression
is coerced to be a list of one or more keyword-lists. then passed to
OMAT-oLDEST which calls OMAT then throws away all but the oldest
label. This (oldest) label is estabished as the default label. which is
typically referenced by the very next sentence in the program. OK is
returned.

CONTINUE-UNTIL
Repeat some steps already done, until some exit condition is satisfied.
This takes two arguments: the sequence of steps to be repeated, and
the exit condition. Neither is recursively evaluated.
Two cases are currently implemented for the sequence:

(ROBOT-DID *) -- Keywords refer to steps. Only the steps referred to
are included in the loop, although the operator may edit the list
of steps after the list of steps is created. -- Control is passed
to O-DO-UNTIL which passes control to TRY-REPEAT-UNTIL-CS.

(STEPS-BETWEEN * *) -- Two already-established labels are used, and
all steps from the first label to the second label are included in
the loop. Control is passed directly to TRY-REPEAT-UNTIL-CS.

See TRY-REPEAT-UNTIL-CS for details of trial-loop execution, and
returned result.

This verb performs a case by case analysis of its arguments to
decide what to do.
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SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON
The object of some class that somebody did something to earlier.
Takes three arguments: WHO = who was supposed to have performed the
act; currently only ROBOT is implemented, i.e., actions the robot
performed earlier. WHATACT = what kind of action was performed;
currently only R&~EMBER is implemented, i.e., the act was one of
"remembering" something. WHATOBJ = what kind of object was acted upon,
i.e,. what type of object the robot remembered; currently only
ANY-NUMBER is implemented, i.e., any number that the robot remembered earlier.
Arguments are directly examined by case, dispatching to a specific
routine to handle the particular case. If more than one item satiSfies
the query, the most recent is used. Some datum is returned.
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Appendix 7. Algorithm for Permuting Two Columns

The following test run of the robot system was run on:
Thursday, September 29, 1983 14:34:11

The objective of the test was to see if we could specify in English an
algorithm for exchanging the rightmost and next-to-rightmost column in
a column-addition example layout. We used only the mechanisms
developed for column addition and column subtraction, such as looking
various places, remembering the thing looked at or the result of an
arithmetic calculation, writing out digits from memory, and program
control such as loops and conditionals. Comments were inserted in the
text to explain what is going on and to indicate where portions of the
transcript were omitted for brevity. Where input was corrected by
backspacing, causing ugly backslants between characters, we have
freely edited the transcript to show the input actually seen by the
program. Otherwise what you see below is exactly what happened during
the test except for places a comment says we omitted something. All
commentS below are enclosed in DOUBLE square brackets to distinguish
them from bracketed and parenthesized output from the program.

[[First we start up the USLISP core image with all the compiled robot
software already loaded. It loads a patch file, and asks us what we
want to do.]]

@Ql.SAV;19
FILE: (PATCH. LSP) Open •• <PATCH-•••••••••••••••

e ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -EOF> Utah-EOFclosed. Run new interpre
**tor with table-lookup parse&transl?

*
[[Unfortunately the linelength defaults to 78 columns, which is optimal.

for demonstrations but produces output too wide for our printer. Here
we abort the program to tell LISP we want narrower output for our
Printronix printer, then we restart the top-level robot menu.]1

* (LINELENGTH-FOR-PRINTRONIX)

70

*(Q1)

[[Ok, back to running our robot program, now We say yes we want the
"new interpretor", and do not want any prearranged input typed on
our behalf, we want to do the whole thing manually.]]

Run new interpretor with table-lookup parse&transl?
*y
Pre-type first part of JCL?
*N

[[Now it asks us where we want the input of English to come from, and
we say from our terminal (called TTY). Then we tell it which
arithmetic example we want to use as test data for this run·]1
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Old or invalid English input mode = NOT-YET-SPECIFIED
Select from among: (TTY DEBUG-SCRIPT DSK-SCRIPT TRAINING-STEP) :*TTY

[Reading table of known parses .,. done] [Reading file of known translations
•••done] Addition?

*y

Reading LISPified example file ••• ok, 6 expressions in the table.
Which example do you want? (number) *6

Using example number 6.
+---+
1 271
I 51
1 331
I 481
1 91
1 31
1 941
1 621
1 61
1---1
+---+
Is that the the example you want?
*y
Want option of reparsing/retranslating?
*N

When program asks for English, type a sentence, case doesn't matter, you can u
se multiple lines of input, end with a period.

[[Ok, now we are in the main loop of the interactive robot. First it
asks· us to type in the English sentence.]]

English*Look at the top number •

[[Second, it tries to find the sentence in the corpus. This time it
succeeds, and it immediately gives us the parsed English
S-expression without having to actually run the preparser and
main-parser and postparser.]]

Parse found in table, nO need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs number the top»)

[[Third, it tries to find the translation in the corpus. Again it
succeeds, and immediately gives us the operator language without
having to run the translator.]]

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-AT (INTERSECT!-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
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[[Fourth it executes the operator language recursively. Each level of
recursion is shown by an extra level of indentation. In addition,
when a sequence or conditional occurs the steps in the sequence and
the antecedent and consequent of the conditional are shown indented.
Also various utterances are made by the robot in the course of
executing various commands.]1

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-AT (INTERSECT-CUES (OBJECT NUMBER) (LOCATION TOP»)
I see '7' at row 1 (from the top) and column 1 (from the right).

[[The way this particular construction is executed, it first looks at
location TOP, then it checks to make sure that object is a NUMBER.
The first part caused it to make the utterance 'I see "7" ••• '
above. The second part will cause it -to use a small part of the
translation grammar to convert the 'NUMBER' that it is supposed to
check for into some executable operator language. It mentions that
it is loading the various tables needed by the translator and
performing various setup operations, then it silently produces the
desired operator language, then shows that operator-language
expression and proceeds to recursively execute it below.]]

Reading comp
iled translation-specs file ••• done. Flushing old rule-properties if any •••don
e, setting up rule-properties ••• done.

(CHECK (NUMBERP DEFAULT-oBJECT»
(NUMBERP DEFAULT-oBJECT)

DEFAULT-oBJECT
<Result=7>

<Result=TRUE>
<Checked out OK> ok?? [Press <esc> now:*$ Press <esc> again:*$-ok.]*$

[[Running USLISP on our TENEX system the <esc> character appears as a
different character depending on whether it is read from the terminal
Or from a disk file, furthermore there is no easy way to put the
terminal version of the character in the source of the program so
that the program can recognize it when it is typed in. To get around
this problem, the program asks the user to type the character twice
at runtime. That is the stuff between brackets just above. -- At the
very end of each sentence being executed, the program asks "ok??"
and waits for an <esc> to be typed. That appears just above, with
the definition of the <esc> character breaking it into two parts.
Later, With the <esc> character once defined, the bracket stuff
will not appear, and the "ok??" and the typin of the <esc> (shown as $
above), will appear contiguous. -- Anyway, now we are done with one
sentence, and we move onto the next, again repeating the above four
steps: (1) input of English, (2) parse, (3) translation, (4)
execution of operator language.]1

English*Look one space to the left.
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Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPu to (NP!+Adjs left tue»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually ·run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '2' at row 1 (from tue top) and column 2 (from tue rigut).

English*Look one space to the left again.

ok?? *$

Ie~
J

[[Here is wuat happens when we type a sentence that is not in the
corpus. It first tries to find it in tue corpus, and fails. Tuen it
loads a list of legal words, created earlier from the parser grammar
file, just to make sure we did not use a word it does not know about.
In this case all tue words are known, so it goes ahead and runs the
preparser followed by the main-parser on a TENEX lower fork
followed by the postparser. Tuis first time the lower fork job must
be initialized, resulting in most of tue junk you see just below.)]

[Parse not found, uave to run parser now.) [Loading legal-word list •
•• done) [Setting up SAIL parser••• <Y><ROBOT><ROBOT.GRA>
Rules with Undefined Semantics
<SS>*<SILENT>*done.) []*.*

[[Tue following junk is generated by the postparser. Most of it
consists of trace output regarding properties assigned to atoms for
fast reference. Tuese are done on the fly tue first time they are
needed, subsequent needs are shunted througu the properties wituout typeout.])

[Loading REJECT.PAR •••done) (IMP
ERATIVE -> PP-IMPERATIVE)(VPR+Adv -> VPX)(VPR+Loc -> VPX)(Num+Mea -> ASIS) (Pre
pPu -> ASIS) (NP+Adjs -> NPX)#[<O>l)

[No demerits!)

[[Finally it is done, and it announces the parse it came up with.))

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPu to (NP!+Adjs left tue» again) <Added that new parse to th
e in-core table>

[[After computing that parse, it added it to tue in-core copy of the
corpus, so that if we happen to need that same exact sentence later
in the same test run it won't have to recompute it. -- Next it tries
to find the parsed English in the translation corpus (sometimes two
different sentences will yield tue same parse, so even if tue
original English wasn't in the corpus the parsed English migut be).])
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[Translation not found, must run translator now]

[[Well, this time we were not so lucky, so we must actually run the
translator.]]

Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO! -TRANSLATIONS) ,

[[Well, this time we were really unlucky, our translation grammar
is not capable of translating this sentence even though our parsing
grammar was able to parse the English. We will have to give up on this
particular sentence, but first the program wants to know if we want
a detailed trace of the translation so we can figure out why it
bombed out, and it wants to know if we want to just type in the
operator language manually to get the job done. We decline both options.]]

Want to get trace of failed translation?
*n
Manually type-in the operator-language?

*n

[[That is all there is with that sentence attempt, back to try another
English sentence of input.]]

English*Look one space to the left.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP !+Adjs left the»)

right, without
a third column
extra column of
Better to find
There was

the test run.]]

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see' • at row 1 (from the top) and column 3 (from the right).

[[The reason we looked to the left then looked to the
actually doing anything, was to make sure there WAS
(empty) in the input matrix. Some examples have an
spaces to the left of the numbers, and some do not.
out now before we invest a lot of time in this test.
indeed an extra column available, so we proceed with

English*Look one space to the right.

ok?? *$

,
"

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
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English*Look at the number.

[[As you See above, even the execution succeededl]]

[[This is another sentence not in the corpus, so we have to run the parser.]]

[[This is another sentence not in the corpus, so we have to run the
parse and translator.]]

ok?? *$

[[If you recall, the previous time.we typed a sentence that was not in
the corpus, the parser worked but the translator failed. This time
we are luckier, both the parser and the translator seem to have
succeeded .]]

English*If you see a space write out a zero.

[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*#[<O>1]
[No demerits l]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs look (PrepPh at (NPl+Adjs number the») <Added that new p
arse to the in-core table> [Translation not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(LOOKl-AT DEFAULT!-NUMBER)
<Added that new transl to the in-core table>

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-AT DEFAULT-NUMBER)
O-BOMB at O-'LOOK-AT bad tail
Value=(DEFAULT-NUMBER) [RES=BOMBED] (Hmmm, I must have done something wrong.)

Command failed, want to omit it from past steps?
*y

ok?? *$

Execution of operator language now•••
(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (WRITE-QUT 0»

(SPACEP DEFAULT-OBJECT)
DEFAULT-QBJECT
<Result=2>

<Result=FALSE> Skipping these steps ok?? *$

[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*(IF -> PP-IF) (DECLARE ->
PP-DECLARE)(Subj+Verb -> ASIS) (TV+NP -> ASIS) (TV-IDIOM -> ASIS)#[<0>1]

[No demerits l]
Newly-computed parse below•••
(IF (DECLARE Subjl+Verb you (TVl+NP see (NPl+Adjs space a»)

(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP (TVl-IDIOM write out) (NPl+Adjs Zero a») <Added that n
ew parse to the in-core table> [Translation not found, .must run translator no
w]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(IF (S.PACEP DEFAULTl-QBJECT) (WRITEl-QUT 0»
<Added that new transl to the in-core table>

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I.see '2' at row 1 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).
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[[As you see above, parse and translation succeeded, but execution
encoutered a bug in the robot system.· This bug will nOt be fixed at
this time because we want all these test runs to be fair, to use
ONLY the mechanisms we created for the column addition and column
subtraction algrithms, so We have "frozen" the software already and
will not be making any changed, even bug fixes. -- We must figure out
some other way to say the same thing we intended above, but avoiding
the bug somehow. We try below.]]

English*See this number.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*#[<O>l]
[No demerits!]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP see (NP!+Adjs number this» <Added that new parse to the in
-core table> [Translation not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO!-TRANSLATIONS)
Want to get trace of failed translation?
*y

UNope, that failed too, but this time it was the translator that
could not handle it, and it is something we think it ought to handle,
so we say YES we want a trace of the translation printed out here so
later when we are once again modifying the software (in this case
just the translation table) We can look back at this and make the
required fix. So, here is an indented translation trace to ponder.]]

TOP = (IMPERATIVE TV-tNP see (NP-h\djs number this»
Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO!-TRANSLATIONS)

[[Well, that was simple, it bombed out at the very top-level production!]]

Manually type-in the operator-language?
*n

English*Look here again'

[[Aha, this phrasing happens to be in the corpus.]]

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Dadv!= here) again)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK DEFAULT!-LOCATION)

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK DEFAULT-LOCATION)
I see '2' at row 1 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).

English*Remember this number.

ok?? *$
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Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP remember (NP!+Adjs number this»

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

Execution of operator language now•••
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)

DEFAULT-NUMBER
<Result=2>

I'll remember '2'. ok?? *$

English*Move one space to the left.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*H[<O>1]
[No demerits!]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE VP !+Advs move (Num!iMea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the») <Added that new parse to the in-c
ore table> [Translation not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO!-TRANSLATIONS)
Want to get trace of failed translation?
*n
Manually type-in the operator-language?

*n

English*Look one space to the left.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!iMea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

j (, "
~ ,

<

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see' , at row 1 (from the top) and column 3 (from the right).

English*Write out the number you remembered.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)

(N!+rclause (NP!+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT!&SLOT»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Execution of operator language now•••
(WRITE-QUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)
<Result=2>

ok?? *$
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Will put a '2' at this spot:
t---+
12271
I 51
I 331
1 481
I 91
I 31
I 941
I 621
1 61
1---1
t---+

ok?? *$

English*Look one space to the right.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser•
(IMPERATIVE VP I+Advs look (Num!+Mea One space)

(PrepPh to (NP I+Adjs right the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language nOW•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '2' at row 1 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).

English*Look one space to the right.

Parse found in table, no need to actually·run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '7' at row 1 (from the top) and column 1 (from the right).

English*Remember this number.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP remember (NP!+Adjs number this»

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT I-NUMBER)

Execution of operator language noW•••
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)

DEFAULT-NUMBER
<Result=7>

I'll remember '7'. ok?? *$

ok?? *$

ok?? *$
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English*Look one space to the left.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '2' at row 1 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).

English*Write ou~ the number you remembered.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)

(N!+rclause (NP!+Adjs number the)
(that you remembered THAT!&SLOT»)

Translation found in table, nO need to actually run translator.
(WRITE!-QUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Execution of operator language noW•••
(WRITE-QUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON.ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)
<Result=7>

Will erase '2'. Will put a '7' at this spot:
+---+
12771
I 51
1 331
1 481
1 91
1 31
I 941
I 621
1 61
1---1
+---+

ok?? *$

English*Look one space to the left.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

ok?? *$
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Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '2' at row 1 (from the top) and column 3 (from the right).

English*Remember this number.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP remember (NP!+Adjs number this»

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(REMEMBER DEFAULT!-NUMBER)

Execution of operator language now•••
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)

DEFAULT-NUMBER
<Result=2>

I'll remember '2'. ok?? *$

ok?? *$

1
1
.~

j

<

" ..

English*Write oUt a space.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*U[<O>l]
[No demerits!]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out) (NP!+Adjs space a» <Added that new p
arse to the in-core table> [Translation not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(WRITE!-QUT SPACE)
<Added that new transl to the in-core table>

Execution of operator language now•••
(WRITE-QUT SPACE)

SPACE
<Result= >

Will erase '2'. Will put a ' • at this spot:
+---+
I 771
1 51
1 331
I 481
I 91
I 31
I 941
I 621
1 61
1---1
+---+

ok?? *$

English*Look two spaces to the right.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*U[<O>l]
[No demerits!]

NeWly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea two spaces)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the») <Added that new parse to the in
core table> ,[Translation not found, must run translator now]
NeWly-computed translation below•••
(NOI-TRANSLATIONS)
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[[Here is another sentene we think the robot ought to be able to
handle, so again we ask for a trace of translation to see why it failed.]1

Want to get trace of failed translation?
*y

TOP ~ (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (NumfMea two spaces) (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs right
the» )

Syntax = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look [DISTANCE] (PrepPh to (NP+Adjs [SIMPLEDIR]
the»)
Bindings ~ «DISTANCE Num+Mea two spaces) (SIMPLEDIR • right»

DISTANCE ~ (Num+Mea two spaces)
Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO!-TRANSLATIONS)
Manually type-in the operator-language?

*n

English*Look one space to the right.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP !+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(
Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see' 7' at row 1 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).

English*Look one space to the right.

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

(PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs right the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(LOOK!-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

Execution of operator language now•••
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '7' at row 1 (from the top) and column 1 (from the right).

ok?? *$

ok?? *$

! .'

English*Write out the number that you remembered.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*(N+rclause -> ASIS) (that

-> MAP1) II [<0>1]
[No demerits!]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)

(N !+rclause (NP! +Adj s number the) .
(that you remembered THAT!&SLOT») <Added that new par

se to the in-core table>
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Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
(WRITE!-OUT (SOMETHING!-ACTED!-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY!-NUMBER»

Execution of operator language noW•••
(WRITE-DUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)
<Result=2>

Will erase '7'. Will put a '2' at this spot:
t---+
I 721
1 51
I 331
I 481
I 91
I 31
1 941
I 621
1 61
1---1
t---+
ok?? *$

[[We are almost done with one iteration through the swapping loop.
We have exchanged the rightmost and next-to-right digit in the top
row, using the third-from~rightmostcolumn as a scratch pad. Now we
have to move down to the next row, make sure we have not hit the row
of hyphens (bars) yet, and repeat the above swapping operation.J]

English*Look one space down.
[Parse not found" have to run parser now.] []*.*(Adv+Adv -> PP-Ad~v)#D

[<0>2]
[No demerits!]

Newly-computed parse below•••
(MULTIPLE!-PARSES

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Adv!+Adv (Num!+Mea one space) down»
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space) down» <Added that new parse t

o the in-core table>

[[When there is more than one parse after the postparser, the new
interpretor loop tries to translate each part, and if exactly one
part successfully translates it assumes the parse it came from is
the correct parse and it is the correct translation. If there are
zero or more-than-one successful translations, it gives up. Let's
see what happens here.]]

2 parses to be tried•••

Trial parse = (IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Adv+Adv (Num+Mea one space) down» [T
ranslation not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(LOOK!-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»
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Trial parse c {IMPERATIVE VP+Advs look (Num+Mea one space) down) [Translation
not found, must run translator now]

Newly-computed translation below•••
(NO!-TRANSLATIONS)

1 good translation~s). <Added that new transl to the in-core table>

[[Well, we lucked out, exactly one successful translation. Proceeding
~ith the rest of handling this sentence.]1

Execution of operator language now•••
{LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '5' at row 2 (from the top) and column 1 (from. the right).

[[It worked! Hurray! I I

English*Look one space to the left.

ok?? *$

,,

[[Back when we moved into the third column just to make sure it
existed, afterward we moved back to the second column but not back
to the first (rightmost) column before starting the part we want
included in the main loop. Thus we must now move into the second
column so we will be ready to start repeating those earlier steps.11

Parse found in table, no need to actually run parser&postparser.
{IMPERATIVE VP !+Advs look (Num!+Mea one space)

{PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs left the»)

Translation found in table, no need to actually run translator.
{LOOK!-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

[[Done. Now we are ready to attach a temporary label to the first
sentence of the loop we want to form out of sentences already
executed once above, then actually form a loop of everything from
that step to the most recent step.11

Execution of operator language now•••
{LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I See' , at row 2 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right). ok?? *$

English*Refer back to when you wrote a zero if there Was a space.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] [1*.*[01
[No demerits!]

NeWly-computed parse below•••
{NO I-PARSES) Manually type-in the operator-language?
*n

English*Refer back to when you wrote a zero.
[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*(NP=Rprol+S -> ASIS){TVed

+NP -> PP-TVed+NP) II [<0> II
[No demerits! I
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Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs refer back

(PrepPh to
(NPI=Rpr011+S when

(DECLARE Subjl+Verb you
(TVedl+NP wrote (NpI+Adjs zero a»)

. ») <Added that neW parse to the in-core table> [Transla
tion not found, must run translator now]
Newly-computed translation below•••
(REFERI-BACKI-TO (WHEN (ROBOTI-DID (WRITEI-OUT ZERO»»
<Added that new transl to the in-core table>

Execution of operator language now•••
(REFER-BACK-TO (WHEN (ROBOT-DID (WRITE-Qut ZERO»» Using a threshold:of 0.600
00000 ••• [No NEWMAT property for 'DEFAULT-LOCATION']
Found match = (5)
NCDR-ST=4 NCDR-EN=17
«IF (SPACEI' DEFAULTI-QBJECT) (WRITEI-QUT 0») Is that ok?
*y

RES2=(-18) [OMAT-DLDEST, RES1=(-18) RES2~18]

Absolute reference index = 5 ok?? *$

[[Ok, here is where We form that loop and execute it in trial mode to
figure out whether it is supposed to be top-tested or bottom-tested or
somewhere-in-middle~tested.]]

English*Continue doing everything from that step up thru the most
English*recent step, until you see a bar.

[Parse not found, have to run parser now.] []*.*(CONTINUE-UNTIL->
pp~ONTINUE-UNTIL)(Adv+Adj -> ASIS)U(DO-UNTIL -> pp-DO-UNTIL)(TV+S -> pp-TV+S

)(1 CONTINUE-IN-DOUNTIL) <Writing rejects on file TEMp.REJ> U(SEQUENCE -> PP-S
EQUENCE)(2 IMP-SEQ MlXED-MODE)/I(1 CONTINUE-SAME ATOM-FIXUp)lI[<Rpl'O>1]
Close reject output file now?
*y

<Reject file TEMp.REJ closed>
G:NOMODE:ATOMS = (CONTINUE-SAME)
Demerit total counts (unweighted) = (ATOM-FIXUp 1) (CONTINUE-SAME 1) (MIXED-MO
DE 1) (IMP-SEQ 1) (CONTINUE-IN-DOUNTIL 1)
Newly-computed parse below•••
(IMPERATIVE CONTINUE I-UNTIL

(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs (TVI+Np doing everything)
(PrepPh from (Npl+Adjs step that»
(PrepPh UPTHRU

(Npl+Adjs step the (Advl+Adj most recent»»
(Subjl+Verb you (TVI+Np see (NpI+Adjs bar a»» <Added that new pa

rse to the in-core table> [Translation not found, must run translator now] Li
**mping at 4472

USED 0:03:06.3 IN 0:31:56, LOAD AV 5.41 4.34 2.92

[[The robot seemed to be taking a long time, so we pressed ctrl-T to
see the system load, and found indeed the load had risen to more
than 5, which on this system makes things run very slowly.]]
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Newly-computed translation below•••
(CONTINUE!-UNTIL

(STEPS I-BETWEEN MARKED!-STEP LATEST I-STEP) (BARP DEFAULT I-OBJECT»
<Added that new transl to the in-core table>

Execution of operator language now•••
(CONTINUE-UNTIL (STEPS-BETWEEN MARKED-STEP LATEST-STEP) (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT»
Watching for (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT) while executing steps:

(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (WRITE-QUT 0»
(LOOK DEFAULT-LOCATION)
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-QUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-QUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
(WRITE-QUT SPACE)
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK-DIRDIS RIGHTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(WRITE-QUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

[[The trial loop is now formed out of the above steps. Now the robot
begins trial-executing it, checking for the exit condition at the
very start as well as after each step in the loop.]]

INDEX=O -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)

DEFAULT-QBJECT
<Result= >

<Result=FALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (WRITE-QUT 0»

(IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-QBJECT) (WRITE-QUT 0»
(SPACEP DEFAULT-QBJECT)

DEFAULT-OBJECT
<Result= >

<Result=TRUE> Rere we go
(WRITE-QUT 0)

o
<Result=O>

Will put a '0' at this spot:
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+---+
I 72/
I 051
I 331
1 481
I 91
1 31
I 941
I 621

61
1--1
+--+

INDEXm1 -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-oBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-oBJECT)

DEFAULT-oBJECT
<Result= >

<Result=FALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (LOOK DEFAULT-LOCATION)

(LOOK DEFAULT-LOCATION)
I see '0' at row 2 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).
INDEX=2 -EXIT-CHECK- CBARP DEFAULT-oBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-OBJECT)

DEFAULT-oBJECT
<Result=O>

<ResultmFALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)

(REMEMBER DEFAULT-NUMBER)
DEFAULT-NUMBER
<Result=O>

I'll remember '0'.
INDEX=3 -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-GBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-oBJECT)

DEFAULT-oBJECT
<Result=O>

<Result=FALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (LOOK-DIRDIS -LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»

(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see' , at row 2 (from the top) and column 3 (from the right).
INDEXm4 -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-GBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-oBJECT)

DEFAULT-OBJECT
<Result= >

<Result=FALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (mUTE-oUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»

(WRITE-oUT (SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER»
(SOMETHING-ACTED-UPON ROBOT REMEMBER ANY-NUMBER)
<Result=O>

Will put a '0' at this spot:
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+---+

( I 721
10051
I 331 ii
1 481 i

j,
1 91 ,
I 31
I 941 i-:

!
I 621

,

I 61
1---1
+---+

[[From here to end of example program performs as expected, about 29
pages of transcript omitted here for brevity.]]

Will erase '6'. Will put a '0' at this spot:
+---+
I 721
I 501
1 331
I 841
I 901
I 301
1 491
1 261
I 60 I
1---1
+---+

INDEX~16 -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)

DEFAULT-QBJECT
<Result=6>

<Result=FALSE> (exit check not yet satisfied)
-- (LOOK-DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOO~DIRDIS DOWNWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '-' at row 10 (from the top) and column 1 (from the right).
INDEX=17 -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)

DEFAULT-QBJECT
<Result=->

<Result=TRUE>
Trace: DONES=(O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18) THIS=17 Is this

the right time and place to stop repeating?
*n

(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
(LOOK-DIRDIS LEFTWARD (DISTANCE 1»
I see '-' at row 10 (from the top) and column 2 (from the right).
INDEX=18 -EXIT-GHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-QBJECT)

( .
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(BARP DEFAULT-DBJECT)
DEFAULT-OBJECT
<ResultQ->

<Result=TRUE>
Trace: DONESa(O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18) THIS=18 [WARNING,
BOTTOM TESTED LOOP, BAD] Is this the right time and place to stop repeating?
*n .

[Bottom, looping] [Loop completed, repeating again]
INDEXQO -EXIT-CHECK- (BARP DEFAULT-DBJECT)
(BARP DEFAULT-DBJECT)

DEFAULT-DBJECT
<Result=->

<Result=TRUE>
Trace: DONES=(O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16) THIS=O [TOP-TESTED LO
OP] Is this the right time and place to stop repeating?
*y

Step=(LOOP (IF (BARP DEFAULT-DBJECT) (DONE» (IF (SPACEP DEFAULT-DBJE•• ) [Lo
op exited normally]
That loop has been optimized by pulling the preceding 18 steps into it and rot
ating it accordingly. ok?? *$

[[That is all, so now we just press a carriage return instead of typing
in another English sentence.]]

English*
Atomic sentence, end of run now?
*y

See the final view of the example?
*y

i---+
I 721
I 501
1 331
I 841
I 901
1 301
I 491·
I 261
1 601
1---1
i---+
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Appendix B. Postparser Exception List

This is the list of parses which can not be demerited for any good
reason currently, yet are nevertheless wrong and need to be demerited
by fiat.

(
(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs look (PrepPh at (NPl+Adjs spot the top»

(PrepPh in
(NPl+Adjs column the

(PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs left the»»)
(IMPERATIVE VP l+Advs look

(PrepPh at
(NPl+Adjs top the

(PrepPh of ,-
(NPl+Adjs
column
the
(Split l-Adj I+Loc
next
(PrepPh
to (NP!+Adjs left the»»)

»)
(IMPERATIVE VP I+Advs look

(PrepPh at
(NPl+Adjs top the

(PrepPh of (NPl+Adjs column the next»)
)

(PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs left the»)
(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs

(TVl+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out) (NP!+Adjs digit the tens»
(PrepPh to

(NP!+Adjs left the
(PrepPh of (NP!+Adjs spot this»»)

(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)
(NPl+Adjs digit the

(Split!-Adj!+Loc
tens
(PrepPh to

(NPl+Adjs left the
(PrepPh
of (NP!+Adjs spot this»)

» »
(IMPERATJVE TVl+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out)

(NPl+Adjs answer the
(PrepPh in (NPl+Adjs spot the next open»»

(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out)
(NPl+Adjs answer the

(PrepPh in (NPl+Adjs spot the next» open»
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(IMPERATIVE TVI+NP (TV I-IDIOM write out)
(NPI+Adjs digit the

(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
singles
(PrepPh in (NP!~dj8 spot the next open»»)

(IMPERATIVE TVI+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out).
(NPj+Adjs digit the

(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
singles (PrepPh in

(NPI+Adjs spot the next»)
open) )

(IMPERATIVE TVI+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)
(NPI+Adjs digit the

(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
tens
(PrepPh to

(NPI+Possl+NP (NPI+Adjs left the) of
(NP I+Adjs SpOt this»»)

)
(IMPERATIVE TVI+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out)

(NP I+Poss I+NP
(NPI+Adjs digit tbe

(Split!-Adjl+Loc
tens (PrepPh to (NP!+Adjs lett the»»

of
(NPI+Adjs spot this»)

(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs
(TVI+NP (TVI~IDIOM write out)

(NPI+Adjs digit the
(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
tens (PrepPh

to (NPI+Adjs left the»»)
(PrepPh of (NPI+Adjs spot this»)

(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs
(TVI+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out) (NPI+Adjs digit the tens»
(PrepPh to (NPI+Adjs left the»
(PrepPh of (NPI+Adjs spot this»)

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (PrepPh at (NPI+Adjs top the»
(PrepPh of

(NPI+Adjs column the
(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
next (PrepPh

to (NP!+Adjs left the»»»
(IMPERATIVE VPI+Advs look

(PrepPh at
(NPI+Poss!+NP (NPI+Adjs top the) of

(NP!+Adjs column the next»)
(PrepPh to (NPI+Adjs left the»)

(IMPERATIVE VP!+Advs look (PrepPh at (NPI+Adjs top the»
(PrepPh of (NPI+Adjs column the next»
(PrepPh to (NPI+Adjs left the»)
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(IF (DECLARE Subjl+Verb (NPl+Adjs number a)
(VPl+Advs appears (PrepPh before (NPl+Adjs bar a»»

(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs (TVl+NP add it)
(PrepPh to (NPl=RelClause you remembered what»
(PrepPh from (NPl+Adjs column the previous»»

(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs (TVl+NP add it)
(PrepPh to (NPl=RelClause you remembered what»
(PrepPh from (NPl+Adjs column the previous»)

(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out)
(NPl+Adjs digit the

(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
singles. (PrepPh of (NPl+Adjs answer the»»)

(IMPERATIVE VP l+Advs
(TV!+NP (TV!-IDIOM write out)

(NPl+Adjs digit the singles»
(PrepPh of (NPl+Adjs answer the»)

(IMPERATIVE TVl+NP (TVI-IDIOM write out)
(NPl+Adjs digit the

(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
tens (PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs left the»»)

(IMPERATIVE VPl+Advs look (PrepPh at (NP!+Adjs spot the top»
(PrepPh in (NPl+Adjs column the»
(PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs left the»)

(IMPERATIVE VP l+Advs look
(PrepPh at

(NPl+Adjs spot the
(Splitl-Adjl+Loc
top (PrepPh in (NPl+Adjs column the»»)

(PrepPh to (NPl+Adjs left the»)
(IMPERATIVE VP 1+Advs refer back

(PrepPh to
(NPl=Rproll+S when

(DECLARE Subj l+Verb you
(and
(VPl+Advs

(TVedl+NP added
something)

(PrepPh
to
(NPl+Adjs total the»)

looked») )
down)
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Appendix 9. Dataflow Charts

This appendix describes the overall organization of the robot software
in terms of data flow. Although the system may be divided into various
stages from English input to execution (parser system, translator,
operator-language semantics, primitive runtime procedures), there is
another division of the software which is orthogonal to this, the two
major modes of operation. These modes are batch-corpus and interactive;
the latter can be subdivided into table-lookup and on-the-fly processing.

When processing the corpus in batch mode, the whole corpus is passed
through the preparser, eliminating all duplicate sentences, then all
those results are passed through the main parser en masse, then all
the main-parser output is passed through the postparser en masse,
then all the postparser output is passed through the table-driven
translator en masse. There are two advantages to this method. First,
by doing as much as possible at one time in a batch file, we can avoid
having to manually supervise these stages of proceSSing, can let them
run automatically at night when the system load is light, and then the
next time we're online we can randomly browse the report files t.hey
generate looking for problems and fixing the most urgent ones firSt
instead of having to see problems in chronological order as they are
generated in real time. Second, t.he current system builds up tables of
all the results, that is, a mapping from English to parsed-English to
operator-language, which can later be used by table-lookup mode. This
means we never have to do any of this processing while the user
(teacher, trainer) is waiting at the terminal. It can all be done
ahead of time, except for sentences which aren't in the corpus, which
must be done on the fly.

When running the robot in interactive mode, two sub-modes are used.
First we try just looking in the tables that were built up during
batch-corpus mode. If we find what we need, we don't have to do any
actual computing of parsing or translating. Second, if table-lookup
failed, we run the parser system or translator system (whichever
failed, usually both, but sometimes just one) interactively. This
takes a considerable time, especially in cases where the main parser
generates many tens of bad parses which must be purged by the
postparser. But there is one saving grace. If a particular sentence
is used more than once in a single session, it must be parsed and
translated only once, because after running the interactive parser We
save the result in the parser lookup-table, and after running the
interactive translator we save that result in the translator
lookup-table, so that on subsequent input of the same sentence the
table-lookup will succeed. If two different English sentences give the
same parse, then since the parse and translation are handled
separately, only the parse will have to be done for the second
sentence, the translation that was entered for the first sentence
being found for the second sentence.
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There is one complication in the data flow for the batch mode.
Although the parser system is pretty workable, producing correct
parses for all our corpus sentences currently (thanks to the exception
list for the postparser which fixes the residual problems not yet
fixed in the basic system), the translator is not so good. There are
about ten sentences that do not translate correctly. Thus if We used
the output from the batch-mode translator as is, those sentences would
bomb out when we tried to run the training steps containing them.
These include the final versions of the addition and subtraction
algorithms that we were concentrating on getting working. Such a
situation would be intolerable. Therefore instead of using the actual
output from the translator we are using a table that we maintain
semi-manually using an interactive text editor. In most cases we just
copy the output from the batch-mode translator across, but in cases
where we discover that output is incorrect We replace it with what we
consider to be "more correct" operator language. For some sentences we
have specifically adapted the table version of the operator language
to make the interpretor work correctly on it. This is true of one or
two of the 'refer back' or 'continue' sentences in the addition or
subtraction algorithms. To keep track of the current status of the
translator, We have utilities that compare the actual Output of the
batch-mode translator with the table we've maintained semi-manua11y,
making a report of any differences, which we can then study in an
effort to improve the translator. An alternate method of handling this
"deficiencies in translator" problem would be to install in these
difficult cases hardwired translations, in a similar way to the
exception list used by the postparser. The most obvious way to do
this is to include gestalt productions in the table used by the
translator, that is, to provide productions which map these particular
sentences, or their offending parts, directly across in an
unstructured way. If we did that, the output from the translator could
be used directly in the same way we use the output from the
postparser directly, but we would lose the diagnostic capability of
quickly seeing which problems remain.

Below is a dataflow chart of our overall system. On the first chart is
the dataflow for batch mode, including an indication where our
utilities compare the manually-edited translator lookup-table with the
actual batch-mode translator output to generate a report which we then
use to decide where to do further editing on the lookup table or where
we might improve the translator. On the second chart is the dataflow
for interactive mode, including four modes of input of English
sentences (TTY, training-step, sourcefile-debug-script,
disk-canned-script) and two modes of processing (table lookUp and
on-the-f1y processing).
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